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FROM THE HOD’S DESK 

 

I congratulate the members of the 

Editorial Board of POWER for their 

efforts in successfully bringing out this 

volume with an interesting collection 

of articles. This magazine, which is 

almost entirely the result of hard 

work on part of the student 

members, symbolizes the 

enthusiasm, ability and aspiration of 

all the members of the Electrical 

Engineering Society. On behalf of the 

faculty and staff members of the 

department, I convey best wishes to all the outgoing members of the Electrical 

Engineering Society for a happy and bright future. 

 

 

Prof. Siddhartha Sen 

Professor and Head, Department of Electrical Engineering 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT, EE SOCIETY 

We are coming to the end of the spring semester and with it the end of my tenure as 

President of EES. Let me start by thanking Prof. B M Mohan and Prof. Tanmoy 

Bhattacharya for guiding us throughout the year. Next, congratulations to the whole 

team of EES for a job well done. Phenomenal work by 3rd year students Shivang, 

Pradeepta, Pavan and Shrishti. Same for the 2nd year batch. Hope that you all will have 

the same enthusiasm and motivation in future too. It was great fun working with all of 

you and I feel proud to have led such a motivated and hardworking people. Special 

thanks to Karan Jain for always helping us out in 

time of need. 

 All the events that we conduct throughout the 

year are done with the motive to unite the 

students and fill them with more tempo for EE. 

Be it the discharge event for the fresher’s, where 

they get a chance to meet their batch mates or 

Industrial trip where it’s actually the journey 

that matters the most. During the sports events 

we find the hidden talents that our students 

carry. Competitions like T-shirt design brings out 

our artistic front. Alumni visits have always been 

a very special occasion for the whole EE department. This year it was a much bigger 

success due to the number of alumni that turned up. It is a great motivation for us 

students to hear it from our alumni about the life outside KGP. Like every year, we were 

on schedule with our event calendar. It was great to see the students participating with 

a lot of enthusiasm in all the events. Farewell is the last but the most important event 

that we organize this semester and I am hopeful for a grand farewell party.  

 Well there is always scope for improvements and hopefully we would see those in the 

near future. Department Fest has been something we have all been trying for but due to 

various reasons we haven’t succeeded so far. Also some very good suggestions that have 

come up from the sides of faculty members regarding some industrial sessions for 

students and EES would definitely like to organize those in future. Also I think we need 

to have more interactions between teachers and students. Teacher’s day celebration is a 

great step in this direction and some more such events would be a welcome. It is very 

hard to find a fitting end for something this good, so I will just end it by saying thank 

you to all my seniors, batch mates and juniors.  

Signing off as President, Electrical Engineering Society. Yo batti… Yo EES … Cheers 

everyone . 

- Rituraj Gautam 
           President 
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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT, EE SOCIETY 

First of all, I would like to offer my sincere gratitude to Prof. BM Mohan and Prof. 

Tanmoy Bhattacharya for their consistent support and motivation throughout the 

session. Carrying on with the tradition, the Society started with the Freshers’ 

introduction, the sole purpose of which was to bridge the gap between the first year UG, 

PG and RS students and to make them conversant with the various facets of Electrical 

Engineering department. Then arrived the time for the appreciation of teachers and for 

honoring them for their special contribution in providing a quality education to us. On 

Teachers’ Day this year, a game, full of excitement and 

enjoyment, “Housie” was organized, which the professors 

adored a lot. Industrial trips to Eastern Regional Load 

Dispatch Centre (ERLDC) and Megatherm Electronics 

Private Limited, Kolkata helped the students in getting 

acquainted with the industrial applications of their 

theoretical knowledge. An Interactive session was 

organized between sophomores and seniors in which the 

seniors shared their valuable experiences of internships, 

projects, momentous role of CGPA and extra-academic 

activities during placements and internships and a lot of 

useful fundas.  Also for the first time this year, a whole 

weekend was devoted to sports which included Cricket, Table Tennis and Football, 

which saw an appreciable number of enthusiastic participants.  

I have been associated with the society for the last three years and I am really grateful 

to it since it has helped me meet some veritably helpful seniors as well as good friends 

like Rituraj Gautam, Karan Jain and Prashasti Agrawal. The efforts put up by the General 

Seretary shivang were incontrovertibly commendable. And obviously the significant 

roles played by other third year heads- Pradeepta, Shristi and Pavan, deserve huge 

appreciation. I am also thankful to the executing body of the society, the second year  

representatives- Hardik, Sanjay, Harish, Vishal, Pranoot and Prajna, for their laudable 

dedication to the work  and consistent support. The events organized by the society 

have not only helped in honing the skills of all the society bearers but they have also 

brought us all together, and I am really overwhelmed to have friends like all of you. 

  

Best wishes for the new office bearers. Hope they will keep up the good name of the 

society and eliminate the shortcomings which we faced. And as the senior most UG 

student, I want to say to the fellow juniors that:  

Rise up and be the best that you can be because the world is waiting for you. 

- Nishant Kishore 

           Vice-President 
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EDITOR’S NOTE 

It is my great pleasure to announce the publication of 

Power - 2015 on the occasion of farewell. I would first of all 

like to extend my sincere thanks to Prof. Tanmoy 

Bhattacharya, Prof B M Mohan, Mr. Rituraj Guatam and Mr. 

Nishant Kishore for their continuous guidance. Credits for 

this laudable achievement go to numerous artists who have 

contributed articles for the magazine, to previous editorial 

board members who have invested, together with the 

editorial staff, a high level of expertise and diligence into 

preparation of high-quality materials and, of course, to 

readers who have been pointing to rare oversights. Our General Secretary Shivang has 

been phenomenal during his tenure. Had it not been for his enthusiasm and hard work, I 

would have been in deep trouble. His assistance in the editing work made the job easier. 

Accumulating and arranging the information is something of a herculean task, given the 

punishing academic schedule. We have tried our best to bring out the volume at the 

right time. This year the EE Society has done a wonderful job by arranging a lot of 

events throughout the year. Finally I wish to extend my thanks to all the department 

representatives who have given their best throughout the year!  

- Pradeepta Das 

-      Atchuta Srinivas Duddu 

2nd Year UG Student 
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HEADS’ REMARKS 
Continuing upon the footsteps of our seniors, we at the Electrical 

Engineering Society tried our best to match the expectations of 

our batch mates. My sincere thanks to Prof. B.M.Mohan and Prof. 

Tanmoy Bhattacharya for their constant guidance and support 

throughout the year. The journey was not easy to commence with 

but when you have the experience of Mr. Rituraj Gautam and 

energy of Mr. Nishant Kishore to guide you regularly, the 

management becomes a lot easier. The fabulous team - Pradeepta, 

Shristi and Pavan - you guys were truly amazing. One cannot ask 

for a more formidable team, the team which always kept on 

working hard to achieve the foremost goal of the Electrical Engineering Society - To strengthen 

the unity and build a proper communication among the students of our Department. Last but 

not the least, all this would have been impossible without the hard work which the 

Representatives put in throughout the whole year. With another engrossing, interesting and 

exciting year of EE Society coming to close, I sign off as a General Secretary of EE Society, a place 

which has given me lots of memories to cherish. I wish the upcoming team of EE Society and 

hope that it will continue its legacy. 

All hail Batti !!! 

- Shivang 

General Secretary 

 
 
One thing that I am quite sure about at the end of these two years being associated with my 

Department Society is that I have made many new friends. This journey has been a memorable 

one where the first year was all about getting to know your 

seniors to the awesome second years working with my amazing 

juniors. The professors of the department have been extremely 

supportive of all the new ideas that we tried to execute this year. 

I would like to express my special gratitude for my fellow batch-

mates for making this a learning experience for me. My position 

in the working of the society was of the finance head and I 

enjoyed doing my work. I considered my work one of 

responsibility and always had a feeling of pride in doing it. 

Lastly I would like give my best wishes to the juniors for 

the upcoming year so that they keep exploring new possibilities. 

 
 

- Shristi Agarwal 

Treasurer 
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As the events head, I was responsible for conducting 

various activities year round, which I think I have 

managed to the best of my abilities. From the beginning 

we aimed for reaching out to every Battian which was 

reflected in the increased number of participation from 

students in all the events and activities organized by the 

society. The society was active throughout the year 

thanks to fun trips and sports events. Awesome 

leadership by Shivang and  coordination among other 

members made it all possible. Still there were a lot of 

loopholes, which I will be happy to see get corrected by 

the next office bearers. Last but not the least, my gratitude to Prof. Tanmoy Bhattacharya 

and Prof. B Mohan for their continuous guidance. 

 

 Signing off...!  

         -   Pradeepta Das 

               Events Head  

 

 

From the moment I came to know about the Electrical Engg. 

Society, I had always wanted to be a part of it. This passion 

led me to be a representative during my 2nd year. Since then, 

I have been a part of organizing various events which helped 

in developing the sense of collectiveness among the fellow 

members. Then the responsibility of Sponsorship Head in 

my 3rd year, gave me an opportunity to take the society 

forward. The role of being a Sponsorship Head helped me 

achieve the ability to work as a team for better results and 

also how to manage time under various circumstances. I 

truly express my gratitude to Prof. Tanmoy Bhattacharya 

and Prof. B.M. Mohan for being with us as a constant source of inspiration and guiding us 

at every moment. The consistent hard work, good co-ordination and mutual 

understanding among the team members proved to be fruitful and received applauds. 

Also, the Dept. Reps played a vital role throughout the session. It has been a great 

experience to be a part of the excellent team and we all enjoyed working in a friendly 

atmosphere. Finally, it is my heartening pleasure to sign off as the Sponsorship Head, of 

the Electrical Engineering Society with utmost pride. I wish EE society keep up the spirit 

and continue with the good work in the upcoming years.  

-   Rangudu Harishankarpavan 

               Sponsorship Head  
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REPRESENTATIVES’ REMARKS 

From the very first day in the college I had heard a lot about the Electrical Engineering 

Society and about the events organized by them. I had enjoyed a lot in Freshers’ 

Welcome and Discharge which gave me an opportunity to meet my department friends. 

Then as I entered my second year, I attended the selections and got selected as a 

department representative (Web Team). In order to increase the interaction between 

the society and the students, we designed a webpage as a part of department website 

which includes various events organized by us, our faculty advisors, and some academic 

fundas. It also increased my bonding with my seniors. I have learnt so many things from 

them. As a whole, with some good amount of work, treats from seniors and fun, I 

enjoyed  working as a department representative. 

     -     Harish Babu                                             

I was selected as a Department Representative for the Electrical Department during my 

third semester. The interviews were taken by the present third year students in the 

society. Since then, I have been a very active part of all the events conducted by the 

society. During these events, I had the opportunity to interact with my seniors, 

professors of my department, my juniors and even some alumni. I love the work culture 

in the department society. All the members put in equal efforts in any initiative taken by 

the society. The seniors are very helpful and have guided me very well whenever I faced 

some trouble.  The funda sessions by the seniors and other such events conducted by 

the society are very useful and the fun trips help us connect with our department mates. 

I have had a fair share of fun and entertainment. Above all, I got to know some really 

cool seniors and batch mates from my department. I had a very nice time working, 

interacting and even celebrating with them. I look forward to continue conducting many 

such events for the department in the future as well. 

- Hardik Sheth 

I joined the Electrical Engineering Society as a Department Representative in my second 

year and since then it has been an amazing experience. I have been involved in 

managing the various events conducted by the society namely Discharge, Teacher’s Day, 

Fun trips, Industrial Trip and Sports weekend. The events were successful in terms of 

both organization and participation. During these events, we bonded with our seniors, 

professors and alumni in various ways. It has been a great experience to be a part of the 

excellent team and we all enjoyed working in a friendly atmosphere. Seniors were very 

supportive and gave us motivation and guidance (and treats !!).  Fellow Department 

Representatives were helpful and shared workload efficiently. It was fun to work with 

them. I would like to thank my seniors and all the fellow representatives who helped to 

make work fun!! 

- Vishal Singh 
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To start with, I joined the society late but received a warm welcome. All my team mates 

are good and friendly. I feel like learning things and qualities from my seniors. I never 

felt any problem attending the meetings or doing the tasks assigned. Of course, all of 

them were very understanding and didn’t pressurize us :D…Soo.. I had nice experience 

working with all the people and yesss.. Some fond memories of the alumni meet.. :) 

    -      Prajna Sri 

Electrical Engineering Society, the name emanates an immediate sense of an intricate 

culture of scientific and utterly studious people. And in true deed, it was an experience 

completely unexpected. There were awesome and studious members in my team. Yet 

the best part was, the team itself, I learned, I had fun, I interacted with not just some of 

the best seniors present in the campus also our Department's some of the best alumni. 

Managing time, developing skills such as designing due to the projects assigned were 

my gains to name a few.  

–        Pranoot Hatwar 

Electrical Engineering Department society, the society I joined like every other person 

to maintain a link with my department, get to know the seniors and professors of your 

department. Due to these factors I didn't have second thoughts about joining the society. 

The activities in the society were way beyond than what I expected. I had expected an 

inactive society with activities once in a blue moon. But the society was very active. 

With events including Fresher's introduction, teachers' day celebration, Discharge, 

Industrial visits, Alumni meet and even Fun trip the society remained very active. Being 

a photographer you get to interact with many people during the events and these were 

always fun. Gaining and giving information about the department was always part of the 

talks. Seniors were always around and ready to give advice and treats. The best part of 

being a member of the society was being able to go for the Industrial trip to (industry) 

at Kolkata with the final year UG students and PG students. Though I was initially in a 

half state of mind whether to go or not I decided to go. It was my first Industrial visit 

and I had no idea how it would be. I learnt a lot of things that day and the experience 

was really great. The efficiency of the power distribution system amazed me. To sum it 

up, my experience in the society has been different from other societies. But this 

difference is what makes the society unique and great.  

–       Sanjay K Sunny  
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- Sushil Patro 

5th  year Dual Degree Student 
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INTERVIEW OF PROFESSOR J. PAL 
With Rituraj Gautam                           

Wednesday, 1st April, 1700 hrs 

 

(Good evening, Sir. On the behalf of Electrical Engineering 

Society, I would like to thank you for giving us an 

appointment for this interactive session.)  

(Sir, here we can start) 

Under-Graduation 

 Please share your experience of under-graduate days 

I did my B.Tech from BHU in 1969. Mechanical was on top from job point of view 

in those days. Somehow I had interest in electrical, so I chose it much to the 

dismay of my parents.  

 

 The academics, your overall CGPA/percentage?  

In those days we had the concept of percentage instead of CGPA. We had 5 year 

integrated course. During the first 4 years we had yearly system and had exams 

at the end of one year. We switched to semester system when we were in 5th 

year. With semester system I topped the whole batch. Results were nice from 1st 

year except for a dip in third year. Overall I just missed 80 percent. 

 

 The hostel/campus life? 

Hostel charges were very low that time with hostel mess fees being around 35 

rupees per month. Unlike you, we did not have too much masala in food.  

 

 Any Special moments you would like to share from your college? 

In hostels we used to have special on Sundays. But one Sunday used to be off for 

the mess workers. We used to give our bicycle and some money to the workers 

so that they can go to watch movie and enjoy outside. There was always a 

personal touch with teachers since our electrical batch had only 100 students.  

 

 Your favourite teacher? 

I am forgetting the name of the teacher. I studied in Vivekananda Vidyalaya in 

Assam. We were taught by maharajas. Bengali, Sanskrit and English - all were 

taught by one gentleman. He was a fantastic person who also taught me how to 

teach. People should join school as teacher after retiring because with their 
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experience they can really help the society. This is my personal view and given a 

chance I would like to teach English or Mathematics someday. 

 

 Your favorite subject? 

Favorite subject.. has always been Control systems. I have been working in that 

area. I also like mathematics. 

 

 How difficult was it to submit assignments without gadgets and internet? 

It was very difficult. Even while doing BTP we had to go to library to get 

references and the same with PhD. It used to take about seven weeks to 

complete.  We used to lag behind in information. 

 

 In those days how was the preparation for exams? 

We had 9-10 months of teaching and two months of holiday. We had to start 

quite early because we had exam of about 15 subjects. We used to get less time 

for study. It was very tough even to get first class in those days. 

 

 Extra-curricular activities, sports, hobbies? 

Extra-curricular activities were not so much prevalent during our time. So I 

never attempted anyway. I was not very active in sports but I used to enjoy kite 

flying. I used to go to my uncle’s house in the evening to fly kite. We also used to 

watch lot of movies. 

 

 Favorite movie? 

Mostly romantic type of movies like Mere Mehboob. 

 

 Favorite singer? 

Lata Mangeshkar, Md.Rafi, Mukesh, Kishore Kumar. 

 

 Sir, what motivated you for choosing Engineering? Why not Medical? 

Not any specific reason. Parents’ want, peer pressure. I was good in Maths and 

physics. 

 

Post-Graduation 

I did my PhD from Control Systems at University of Roorkee (now IIT Roorkee).  

 The difference you could say b/w UG and PG academics? 

As far as IITs are concerned I can tell you, the quality of students in UG is very 

good as compared to the PG. That makes the difference in the level which we 

teach. We try to go more deep in B.Tech subjects as compared to M.Tech subjects. 

The M.Tech courses should have been more rigorous as compared to what it is.  
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 Any possibility of improvement at Post Graduate level?   

We keep on revising syllabus every time. We try to update ourselves by including 

special subjects. It also depends on the direction in which the research is going. 

 

 What is expected from BTP or MTP (teachers’ point of view)? 

For both BTP and MTP, students learn something beyond the course. From what 

they learnt from the course, they should be exposed to something new which will 

be interesting from student’s point of view. That is my personal expectation. 

When student passes out he should feel he has done something new.  

 

 What’s the Difference b/w M.Tech and MS? Which one should be opted and Why? 

M.Tech has a formal course. You go through various subjects. MS is more 

research oriented. If somebody after B.tech joins MS he/she will have to do about 

6-8 courses. In effect he is doing an M.tech. He will also have an ongoing project 

at the same time related to some industrial problem.  There is 70% research 

work and 30% course work in MS whereas its 50% for both in M.Tech. 

 

 What is your idea on research? 

Research is doing search and search again, going deep into a topic again and 

evolve something new. It requires extreme hard work.  

 

 How difficult is it to find research topics in electrical engineering, a branch that has 

been there for nearly last 100 years? 

Field of electrical engineering has also diversified into various areas. There was a 

time where electrical machines area had saturated. Nowadays some of the 

western countries do not have machines lab in their curriculum. But we are very 

traditional departments and have an electrical machines lab. The new 

technologies are coming and there is no lack of new topics to do research on. 

Interdisciplinary research is also undertaken nowadays. In our dept. we have 

versatile workers working in premium areas like fractional order systems, 

nonlinear aspects of switching devices, etc. Lot of theories are been augmented 

to keep pace with the changing technology. 

 

 Sir you spoke about traditional, how traditional are we in keeping pace with the 

industry? 

Our dept. has just unfolded ourselves to the needs of the industry, maybe 4,5 

years back.  We have alliances with some of the big companies and special labs 

have been commissioned. Lots of cutting edge technologies are being used. But 

this is just the start. There is a constraint of manpower and space in dept. In 

coming years we will overcome those and come up with numerous labs that will 

cater to the present needs of the industry.  Industry has been very forthcoming in 

setting up these labs almost every time free of cost. This is just a start and maybe 

in future we will have laboratories related to railway, defence, aerospace, etc.  
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 Where are we standing in terms of interdisciplinary courses?  

We have always been updating our course every 3-4 years. New courses are 

being included as electives. We have Professors working in Bioscience fields, 

Robotic devices, Nanotechnologies, etc. I am sure they will be doing very good 

work in the future. B.tech students can also take M.tech electives thus widening 

their area of study. Students can also take electives from various departments.  

 

 Is it mandatory to get your work published during PhD work? 

It was not so in old days. But in present scenario, where publishing works is 

easier and when they get noticed easily, it is always to the benefit of the 

researcher to publish his/her idea in a conference. 

 

 Do you like it to be mandatory for your students?  

More or less yes.  At least 2-3 papers should be published. 

 

 Favorite journal? 

IEEE Automatic Control, International journal of control, International journal of 

system science and most of the IET journals. These days getting hard copies are 

difficult.  

 

Experience as a Teacher 

Very happy to be a teacher. I learned many things from research scholars that has 

enriched my horizon. I love teaching. 

 Do you remember the first class you took? 

Yeah, I remember the first class I took … it was way back in 1974. It was a cold 

day in winter in Roorkee. The first class I had to take was in electromagnetic field 

theory. It was a difficult subject to teach as it is very much conceptual. After 2-3 

lectures, I asked for feedback. One student answered “Sir, everything is fine but 

you are not looking at us. You only look at board”. He corrected me. That was a 

good experience. It takes time to mature as teacher. In olden days the class 

strength was around 60. So we used to have personal contact with the students, 

which is not prevalent these days because of large class strength. Now there is no 

eye contact with anyone. I don’t get to know how much the students are relishing 

my lecture. It’s happening from last 10 years. Something has to be done. Class 

size should be reduced for the benefit of students as well as teachers.  

 

 Subjects you love to teach? 

Control, Machines, Power system circuit and systems as well as mathematical 

aspect of any subject. It’s easy to teach mathematics based subject like optimal 

control.  
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 Teaching philosophy? 

Ahh, I still have to brush up whatever I am going to teach. At least half an hour I 

have to think about that. Though it is nth time, I am teaching a subject but I 

always make fresh notes. That way I believe that the teaching becomes better 

and better. I try to avoid teaching from the same book or same source. I 

remember when these large classes started in Bhatnagar auditorium for the very 

first time. Prof. Basu, the then HOD and me were teaching the Electrical 

Technology subject. We used to sit in each other’s class. We learnt many things 

from each other as we have different teaching methodologies. So for the large 

classes there should be 2 teachers.  Students get to know about two different 

perspectives for the same subject. Still I believe that the class strength should not 

be more than 60. I have taught many subjects in F-244. We used to do black 

board teaching those days. I still feel the black board teaching is the best way to 

teach. 

 

 Research interests, favourite books and authors? 

I hardly have any time to read the non-technical stuff. But I follow a Bengali 

patrika – desh patrika. I am not fond of any author as such. I had keen interest for 

application of control systems and Power.  I guided a thesis on magnetic 

levitation that involved control systems as well as jointly guided power 

electronics and theory of power systems. 

 

 Changes observed in the different generations of students? 

Change in behaviour, change in attitude, change in dressing style-everything 

good. Things change and we need to accept that. People are becoming smarter 

and the degree of courtesy of students is decreased may be due to large classes 

and less one to one interaction. Students are very talented, smart, too much 

focused, career oriented and well informed. World is more competitive and 

Darwin’s theorem of survival of the fittest principle has truly comer into 

existence.  

 

 Something about personal life? 

I have been a sought of successful person blessed with a happy life. I have a son 

and a daughter. She opted for biology and completed her Ph.D. Son did medicine 

from Calcutta and currently is doing M.Sc. from Vellore. And I’m a grandparent 

also. 

 

 Married at? 

I was around 32 when I got married. I was a lecturer at Roorkee and had just 

started Ph.D. I completed it 3 years after marriage. 
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 Should the scholars of 25-26 years of age get married after or before getting Ph.D? 

My advice is not to delay marriage. 2 persons are better than 1 in sharing any 

problem. There might be a problem in focus. But more loads lead to more 

efficiency. Even my son and daughter wanted to marry after completing their 

further studies but I asked them to continue their careers after getting married. 

If you marry late, you might retire from services while your children might still 

be in schools which might be problematic. 

 

 Experience as a HoD? 

Smooth sailing and got full cooperation from all my colleagues. I faced a problem 

though -the generation gap between teachers. It may become difficult to run a 

department with people of varied interests focusing on their own progress and 

career. As a faculty, the department is yours and that sense of belonging is a 

must. Although people are nice in general. 

 

 Your personal relationship with students was friendly. Any particular reason for 

that? 

Maybe because of my nature. This department historically had many strict profs. 

We cannot play with electricity as it might give a shock. This is the reason we 

profs are strict so that the students are more careful. 

 

 Any story from Machines lab? 

Long time back, when at Roorkee, while taking a machines lab, the experiment 

was that of the DC generator that involves two generators and heavy loads. After 

checking all the polarities and connections I asked the student to short a switch. 

And the moment he shorted the switch , there was a huge spark but then the 

machines started working as usual. I asked my colleagues regarding this and they 

replied that there must atleast be a fuse that is blown out. I worked on it and 

then realised that it was a shunt generator. Mistakes are a means to learn. It 

might take time but it also gives joy of learning. 

 

(Sir, you have been with the students, teaching them and guiding them. It has been 

a long journey and vast experience for you, as a student, as a scholar and then a 

teacher. The whole life dedicated to academics! It’s really nice to record your 

experience and there is a lot to learn for students. Students will find this one as 

enlightening. We are grateful to you. Thank you, Sir.) 

 

Rituraj Gautam 
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REALMS 
It was just like any other night, gazing into what lay beyond the window grills of my 

dorm room. I watched the hush wind play with the leaves under the stars that shone shy 

above the clouds. I realized that life was about taking steps, be it old, be it new but 

nevertheless, taking steps. Sometimes big ones, sometimes small, sometimes right, 

sometimes wrong, sometimes with ecstasy and sometimes with dejection. And in the 

end it will seem that you have walked a long path, a path that would take you into the 

actual making of your life. And as you wish this life of yours to be merry and 

comfortable along the way, your steps need to be your own making. 

It’s been three years now at IIT-Kharagpur. Looking back, I can definitely tell that I have 

taken many a leap forward. Not all were taken with much of calculation, not all were 

taken because I wanted to, and sometimes you just have to. It may ache later, but I must 

tell this, do take a step, for you have nothing to lose unless you don't take one. I have 

made many mistakes and do regret. But it is true that when each of those moments hit 

right at you they take you to new realms where you get wiser to the games of life. And 

what I like of life is that it always teaches you to correct yourself. All it takes is to spend 

some time for yourselves and think as to why the leaves dance in the rain, as to why the 

stars play hide and seek, and as to why life still allows you to take steps. 

I must warn you that it isn't always sweet. In fact, most of the times, the beginnings are 

bitter but isn't it also true that a little sugar would take the whole memory to a jar of 

sweetness. That's the power of some sugar and mind you, only you can add that sugar. 

Realms are funny on their part you know. If there are ups, there are downs too and if 

there are plains, there are deserts too. Not always sweet was it all. Not always sour 

though. Although sometimes we could make it sweet, perhaps not always. I have been 

swept across all these in three years and have learnt many things. Learn from the 

environment around you. Don't make yourself a hole to hide from the sun. Just keep 

walking no matter what and remember, in case of any difficulty just listen to your inside 

and your steps will start getting more interesting. 

- Sebin Mathew 

3rd year UG Student 
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MUSINGS OF A DUAL IN 5th YEAR 

वो 2.2 की सड़क तो वही है, मगर जाने पहचाने चेहरे अब वहाां नहीां हैं 
वो Vegies की बैठक तो वही है, मगर साथ बैठने वाले दोस्त अब वहाां नहीां हैं 
 

वो CCD की Coffee भी फीकी सी लगती है, उसकी ममठास बनने वाले दोस्त अब वहाां नहीां हैं 
वो बबना भूक लगे भी रात को maggi खाना, कैं टीन साथ जाने वाले वो दोस्त अब यहााँ नहीां हैं 
 

वो लोगों से भरी classroom भी खाली सी लगती है, साथ मस्ती करने वाले दोस्त अब वहाां नहीां हैं 
जजन labs में अब हम teacher की तरह जाते हैं, साथ experiments करने वाले दोस्त अब वहाां नहीां हैं 
 

वो रात भर बेवजह जागना, जगाये रखने वाले वो दोस्त अब यहााँ नहीां हैं 
वो DC++ तो वही है, मगर साथ movie देखने वाले दोस्त अब यहााँ नहीां हैं 
 

घर पर मााँ ने कहा बेटा! कुछ लड्डू ले जाओगे? मैंने कहा - ना! 
क्योंकक लड्डुओां पर अपना हक़ जताने वाले दोस्त अब वहाां नहीां हैं 
 

KGP तो वही है, मगर यहााँ रहने वाले मेरे कुछ दोस्त अब नहीां हैं । 

 
 

- Karan Kakwani 

5th  year Dual Degree Student 
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WHY OPTIMISM IS ALL THAT WE'VE GOT 

I remember my English class in the sixth grade, when our teacher wished to instruct us 

about our skills. We were ridiculously missing apostrophes, overusing them in most of 

the cases, and the unnecessary ubiquity of commas, not to forget our grammatical chaos. 

Nevertheless, she told us that most of us were using the phrase, “Life is not a bed of 

roses” very frequently. Almost all of our so-called “philosophical essays” used to 

commence it with, and she was bored to read them over and over again. Now, as I 

distinctly remember, and as most would agree, the number of phrases a person used, 

used to be directly related to the marks allotted, so this news wasn’t startling! We 

immediately sported evil grins coupled with apologetic smiles, and readily convinced 

her that nothing of that sort would happen. And, just as every other day, we just packed 

our bags and left for home, loquaciously chatting away on our school buses. 

Thinking about the phrase now, there’s nothing truer than it. Each day, we face different 

problems. Some may be trivial. Most, we often tend to size up, considering the urgency 

and the gravity of the matter. And as I have grown up, one matter is becoming quite 

palpable — the size of the issues simply increases. And in our age currently, when most 

of the news is flooded with depressing news, we need to transform most of our negative 

energy into positive ones. For example, when we are faced with a problem, we should 

try to contemplate how we solved a similar problem earlier, and try to extend it using 

what we did at that time. This is what the mind usually tends to follow anyway. Apart 

from the problem solving strategy, what’s different is that we also need to incorporate 

confidence, calmness and a certain will into doing it, and thus imbibe this from our 

earlier experiences. This way, the mind sort of reassures itself that the situation will be 

solved eventually. 

Some people have huge problems, and still never show it on their faces. They believe 

that they have the strength to come outside it, and never make a big deal out of it. Some, 

tend to get solutions by sharing it with others. Overall, it’s all about perspectives — you 

will never know unless you try. Also, you’re going to get much more as time passes, and 

life’s never worth if you’re determined to take each one with a frown! 

 

- Anirud Thyagharajan 

3rd year UG Student 
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AHOY! 

At, twelve he wasn't just a boy, ahoy! 

Stout cute tender, was he the boy, ahoy!  

Moments before he met someone who was not a boy! Ahoy! 

Skipped a beat or 2, the heart! Ahoy! 

Blue gown it was and indeed the smile, which blushed the boy! Ahoy! 

No wonder the boy found his Helen of Troy! Ahoy! 

For the world seems to be only her, it was love what he felt the boy! Ahoy! 

The horsemen gathered around her, from nowhere came the Roy! Ahoy! 

Grabbed her wrist,  

When she tried to resist,  

She cried for help, but the boy! Ahoy! 

But the boy, couldn't utter for he was stupefied, for whence he saw her die, with his own 

eye! 

The twilight saw two souls die! Ahoy!  

The anger, vengeance isn’t kid’s toy! Ahoy! 

Craved for the head of the Roy, the boy, Ahoy! 

Desired for the blood of Roy, the boy, Ahoy! 

Vengeance gathered courage, foots stepped towards the Roy! Ahoy!  

Kill the Roy was what he knew, the boy, Ahoy! 

Foots gathered pace, faster, faster echoed in mind of the boy, Ahoy! 

THUD!  Tranquil was in the ambience, no sight of joy! 

Scream of boy broke the ice! Made turn around the Roy! Ahoy! 

For the boy was soaked in blood, was shot in heart by the guards, boy! Ahoy!  

The Roy was stunned to hear the boy cry, for he uttered the last phrase, the boy! Ahoy!  

“You’ve killed me twice Roy!  

You killed me twice same night, Ahoy! ” 

 
 

               - Pranoot Hatwar 

                2nd Year UG Student 
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मेरा फ़ोर-ईयर 
आए थे हम लेकर मटकी भरी एक सपनों की  
दिल में जुनून और हाथ में झोली एक कपडों की  
हौसला था इतना कक छोटा दिखे पर्बत दहमालय भी 
डिग्री नौकरी िौलरों ने उिा रखी थी नीींि हमारी भी  
 
आया साल पहला नािान थे र्च्चे थे हम  
होशियार तो थे पर अक्कल के कच्चे थे हम  
िेखकर हर ककसी को र्स िाशमल हो गए societies कक जींग में 
ना लगती थी भूख ना आती थी नीींि  
र्स आग लगी रहती भी अींग अींग में  
 
ननकल गया साल टूटे कुछ सपने पर र्ने कुछ िोस्त 
क्योंकक कुछ पाने के शलए हमेिा चुकानी पडती है cost  
थोडा ननिाना चूका और हो ना सका पररर्बतन वर्भाग का  
लेककन सीखेंगे कोडि ींग ये इरािा था दिलो दिमाग का  
भर गया था मन पढ़ने से अर् तो र्नानी थी physique  
सीखी स्र्ीशम ींग और गए gym ताकक रह ना जाए हम भी geek 
सीखना िरुू ककया software र्हुत सारे ताकक अगले साल हो हमारे भी र्ारे न्यारे  
ननकल गया साल और र्जाय जाने के Intern  
ह्म तो चले गए घर खाने डिनर अींिर Lantern 
 
आया तीसरा साल और लग गई होड एक अजीर् सी जमाने में 
खुि की तारीफ और प्रोफाइल र्नाना सीख शलया हमने अनजाने में 
खुि को पेि करने का हुनर है जरूरी इतना इस जमाने मे  
कक आता हो अगर तो कोई दिक्कत नहीीं आती घुल शमल जाने में  
झोंक दिया खून पसीना हमने शलखने पढ़ने में  
लग गए जी जान से अपने व्यक्क्तत्र् को गढ़ने मे  
र्स यहीीं वर्िा लेना चाहूूँगा कहकर all’s better that ends better 
क्योंकक ये शलखते समय I was in my sixth semester 
 

  

- Deepanshu Pariyani 
3rd year UG Student 
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THE CHOICE THAT MATTERS 

I had no choice most of the times. I got my mother, father, sister and family. I had to 

make peace with it though I did not choose them. But there was one thing I had a choice 

of. I could choose my FRIENDs.  

That brings us to the fundamental question viz. what is a FRIEND? I know every one of 

us has a different opinion regarding the definition. Even I had. The common 

misconception being the confusion between a friend and an acquaintance. I had many 

friends back when I was in my school. Then the time came to depart from home for 

higher studies. My grandpa said “dost kam banana! Par ese jo zarurat padne par jaan bhi 

de de”. I wondered a lot what did he mean. I thought how difficult it could be to make 

friends. Why should I restrict myself to less no. of friends? And then I watched FRIENDS. 

Everything is crystal clear now. Probably the best thing that has happened to me.  

Friendship is about understanding and being understood. Not everyone we ‘recognize’ 

is a friend. A friend is one we ‘know’. Friends make the life easier. Being with them 

makes us forget every problem. Hanging out with them is just awesome. During my stay 

at college, I realized the most important things are free. The time that I passed with my 

friends, every one of them, is the thing I shall miss the most after I graduate. In the long 

run, it won’t matter what my CGPA was, what my placement package was. What will 

matter is that am I still in touch with them? If one still has good friends after a long time, 

consider himself rich for wealth lies in the hearts one wins rather than private jets one 

owns.  

A true friendship is not a blessing, it is a responsibility. Every good deed demands 

sacrifice. Ego is the worst enemy, trust me. Many friendships face issues because of who 

will initiate the conversation if the two have been out of touch for a while. I guess the 

solution is being the one to do so. If the friend is one you get then it is worth it. Consider 

the following situation:  

Two friends standing facing each other and holding something together in their hands 

one on the other. Everytime this thing falls, one has to bend down to get it back on top. 

And if they are standing close enough, only one can bend at a time for if they bend 

together their heads will collide. This something is the bond, the friendship.  

Life gives a lot of pain, but it has also given some pain killers. Identify them. Love them. 

Take care of them. Never let them go. Friends are the one who will be around instantly 

as family is far away. Your parents told you that you have to live alone when you were 
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departing. But we are not. There is a faith. This faith comes from friends. There is hope. 

Somehow you believe deep in your heart, you are not alone. And yes, you are not! You 

have FRIENDS. Now is the time to make things right if they are not. Now is the time to 

sort out issues. Procrastination will increase awkwardness. Make your friends happy 

and be happy.  

If your life is a point, the FRIENDS are the inner circle around this point. This is the 

choice, the choice of FRIENDS that matters the most. You can survive the whole life 

lonely but to live you need FRIENDS.  

- Chinmay Gandhi 

3rd year UG Student 

 

 

- Raunak Bidasaria 

3rd year UG Student 
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EVERYDAY IS A ‘MINI’ LIFE 

Like the birth of a baby knight, 

We wake up after every night, 

And the journey then goes fine, 

Or sometimes, lay us with a rhyme. 

 

Pleasure, happiness and a sweet smile, 

Go hand in hand for some time, 

And then accompanied with miles, 

Filled with sadness that undermines. 

 

We fear or bear; or work or sleep, 

But we cannot succeed if we deceive. 

Still we go on without second thought, 

To fight a battle that was never fought. 

 

Our heart pauses and thinks for a time, 

Which made us happy or refreshed our minds, 

And then comes the dusky end, 

When we stop and thank our friend. 

 

We then go to the hands of Mini Death, 

The death of sleep and dream and breath, 

Not with gun or spear or knife, 

But sleep brings end to the Mini Life. 
- Satyesh Mundra 

1st  year UG Student 
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RENDEZVOUS WITH IIT KGP 

It dates back to the 18th of May, 2012, the day when the IIT JEE results had come. It was 

a huge relief for me, but given my rank I really didn’t know where I would land. Gloating 

over a never-ending line of sweets and telephone calls to faraway elated relatives I was 

worried to a certain extent as to how I was going to deal with it –being away from the 

shelter of parental care. But nothing could deter me, though I believe it was my 

determination rather than the sheer honor of being in an IIT, hence I decided to move 

on, to one of India’s quietest and lesser heard towns – Kharagpur. 

Situated in one of the most tranquil locations, IIT Kharagpur had a campus larger than I 

had ever thought. Dealing with the initial days of adjusting and coping to live here was 

difficult, due to a drastic transition from Mumbai to Kharagpur. But, I surely loved the 

change. Clean air,loads of greenery, swarms of like minded people, and the entire 

experience of being independent have made me a lot more responsible than I was 

earlier.Company of friends, cycling, and academics swept over as Kharagpur became a 

lot more amiable. The fact that Tech Market mysteriously had everything we wanted 

just eluded me! For the first time in my life, I saw fests of such mammoth magnitude in 

the form of Shaurya, Kshitij, and Spring Fest, which attracted people from faraway 

places like a magnet. I sometimes wonder how Kharagpur manages to be the cynosure 

of all attention, still continuing to be peaceful and serene within! And then, with both 

hands, the mid semester examinations took over the reins and shook us up until we 

were exhausted! A short but timely visit to my home in October bifurcated my semester 

leaving only the second and more dangerous half – a month full of exams! 

We got lots of time on our laptops, and took care to study in the gaps (:P) ! But before 

we knew, we had completed our first semester and advanced to the winter break. We 

bid adieu to each other with heavy hearts and more so to Kharagpur, just consoling 

ourselves with the fact that within a month, we would be back! 

I was back in Kharagpur by the beginning of January. A sense of contentment rises over 

me every time I take my cycle for a ride on Kharagpur’s numerous lanes and by-lanes. 

The fog, lakeside.. I can go on and on.I will continue to wait for Kharagpur to amaze me 

further — fests,experiences and much more. 

I really thank all those for reading this and I wish to say that I will really miss but 

cherish all memories with people with whom I’ve interacted in my first year. My section 

mates, seniors, roommates and many more. I do not wish to tag some and miss out on 

the others(:P).  If you felt happy interacting with me, just inbox me and we can have a 

chat (:D).  I made friends who I am sure will last for a lifetime.  I also really miss all my 

friends in Mumbai,my school mates and those in my building. I am waiting to come and 
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have a go at you (:P). Most of all, I missed my family the most, and wished them to be 

here all the time with me. I’m coming. Its bye for now. 

- Anirud Thyagharajan 

3rd year UG Student 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
- Raunak Bidasaria 

3rd year UG Student 
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WHY A BLUE LED IS WORTH A 
NOBEL PRIZE 

PLUS, A LITTLE HISTORY OF MAKING SEMICONDUCTORS GLOW 
 Three scientists have jointly earned the Nobel Prize in physics for their work on blue 

LEDs, or light-emitting diodes. Why blue in particular? Well, blue was the last -- and 

most difficult -- advance required to create white LED light. And with white LED light, 

companies are able to create smartphone and computer screens, as well as light bulbs 

that last longer and use less electricity than any bulb invented before.  

LEDs are basically semiconductors that have been built so they emit light when they're 

activated. Different chemicals give different LEDs their colors. Engineers made the first 

LEDs in the 1950s and 60s. Early iterations included laser-emitting devices that worked 

only when bathed in liquid nitrogen. At the time, scientists developed LEDs that emitted 

everything from infrared light to green 

light… but they couldn't quite get to 

blue. That required chemicals, 

including carefully-created crystals, 

which they weren't yet able to make in 

the lab. 

Once they did figure it out, however, 

the results were remarkable. A 

modern white LED light bulb converts 

more than 50 percent of the electricity 

it uses into light. Compare that to the 4 

percent conversion rate for 

incandescent bulbs, and you have one 

efficient bulb. Besides saving money 

and electricity for all users, white LEDs' efficiency makes them appealing for getting 

lighting to folks living in regions without electricity supply. A solar installation can 

charge an LED lamp to last a long time, allowing kids to do homework at night and small 

businesses to continue working after dark. 

 

A modern white LED light bulb converts more than 50 

percent of the electricity it uses into light, compared to the 

4 percent conversion rate for incandescent bulbs. 

 
LEDs also last up to 100,000 hours, compared to 10,000 hours for fluorescent lights and 

1,000 hours for incandescent bulbs. Switching more houses and buildings over to LEDs 

could significantly reduce the world's electricity and materials consumption for lighting. 
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A white LED light is easy to make from a blue one. Engineers use a blue LED to excite 

some kind of fluorescent chemical in the bulb. That converts the blue light to white light. 

Two of this year's prize winners, Isamu Akasaki and Hiroshi Amano, worked together 

on producing high-quality gallium nitride, a chemical that appears in many of the layers 

in a blue LED. The previous red and green LEDs used gallium phosphide, which was 

easier to produce. Akasaki and Amano discovered how to add chemicals to gallium 

nitride semiconductors in such a way that they would emit light efficiently. The pair 

built structures with layers of gallium nitride alloys. 

The third prize-winner, Shuji Nakamura, also worked on making high-quality gallium 

nitride. He figured out why gallium nitride semiconductors treated with certain 

chemicals glow. He built his own gallium nitride alloy-based structures. 

Both Nakamura's and Akasaki's groups will continue to work on making even more 

efficient blue LEDs, the committee for the Nobel Prize in physics said in a statement. 

Nakamura is now a professor at the University of California, Santa Barbara, although he 

began his LED research at a small Japanese chemical company called Nichia Chemical 

Corporation. Akasaki and Amano are professors at Nagoya University in Japan. 

In the future, engineers may make white LEDs by combining red, green, and blue ones, 

which would make a light with tunable colors, the Nobel Committee wrote. 

Source: Internet 

 

-   Atchuta Srinivas Duddu 
2nd Year UG Student 

http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2014/press.html
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THE INTERNET OF THINGS 
Yep – it's happening. Google's in, and so is Apple. Here's a breakdown of what 

it means for you. 

The Internet of Things may be one of the clumsier buzz terms to come out in recent 
years but it seems to have caught on nonetheless. Originally coined by marketer Kevin 
Ashton as the title of a 1999 presentation for Procter & Gamble, the term “Internet of 
Things” has struck a chord with techies over the decade-and-a-half since its inception. 

Put simply the Internet of Things is, like the best technology concepts, built on an 
insight: that humans have limited time and resources to dedicate to our technology, and 
as it comes to dominate larger and larger portions of our life (how many times have you 
checked your emails today, for instance?) some of that decision-making could be more 
usefully handed over to machines.  
 
2015/16 might be the year in which that changes, however. At this year’s Consumer 
Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas, devices representing the Internet of Things were 
in full force. From smart air conditioners to wearables, seemingly every company worth 
its silicon was tripping over its competitors trying to sell us on products that would 
fundamentally change the way we live, work and play. 

IBM Announced that it is going to invest $3bn over the next four years in the 
development of a new Internet of Things (IoT) unit. The idea behind IBM's initiative is 
to build a cloud-based open platform to help the company's clients and ecosystem 
partners across industries better integrate real-time data.  
 
Like the Apple ecosystem writ large -- where your iPhone syncs with your iPod Touch, 
your iMac syncs with your iPad, and all of it asks you to sink more and more money into 
iTunes and the App Store -- over the coming years a growing amount of our technology 
will interact not just with ourselves, but also with each other. This will result in a newly 
intuitive user experience, offering plenty of feedback to “nudge” you in the right 
direction regarding everything from healthy eating to the best way to swing your golf 
club. 

Anyone doubting that the year’s biggest Internet of Things story would be CES didn’t 
have to wait long to be proven incorrect. Earlier this year, Google announced that it had 
acquired Nest, the home device company started by former iPod creator Tony Fadell, for 
a whopping $3.2 billion. Responsible for the best-selling Nest Learning Thermostat, the 
acquisition shows how seriously Google is taking the idea of interconnect devices. 

When is the Internet of Things arriving? 

It’s already here on a small scale. Devices like wireless smart food scales, wireless 
bathroom scales, wireless smart lighting--all that can be controlled from 
your smartphone --are early examples of the Internet of Things.  
But the real promise of the Internet of Things, where our keys and cars and roads and 
water pipes and everything else is connected and talking to each other, is about five 
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years away at the earliest. That’s because the Internet of Things revolution of that scale 
will require massive infrastructure and wireless network improvements.  
Infrastructure, in particular, is a huge thing that is going to need to be addressed before 
we see the full benefits of the Internet of Things. For starters, not only will all of our 
traditional “things” (food scales, bicycles, shirts, roads, water pipes, you name it) need 
to be fitted with some type of wireless sensor, they’ll need a new high-speed wireless 
data network to talk to one another. 

How many Internet of Things devices will exist in the future? 

There are some variances in the number of IoT products that we will see over the next 
few years as predicted by some experts: Gartner predicts that by 2020, we’ll see 26 
billion devices connected to the internet. ABI Research states that number will be 30 
billion, while Cisco puts it at 50 billion. 

That’s a lot. Are there any drawbacks to the Internet of Things? 

There will be tradeoffs. We as a society need to think about, debate, and address. In 
order for the Internet of Things to work well, some devices on it, like health devices, 
need to know as much about the user as possible. So if we want to reap the benefits of 
the Internet of Things we need to be willing to give up some of our privacy. The more 
information these devices can gather about us or our surroundings, the more they’ll be 
able to do, which will make them more appealing, which will make more people want to 
buy them, which will make the companies more money--and that’s why the companies 
are so interested in gathering your data. 

 

Implemented well, the Internet of Things means that we won’t have to live lives spend 
fiddling endlessly with technology in order to gain its advantages. Implemented badly, 
the Internet of Things has the possibility of limiting our choices, common sense and 
even freedom. As with all technologies, as this becomes increasingly ubiquitous we will 
have to ask ourselves whether what we gain is worth what we risk losing. 
                                                                                                                                          Source: Internet 
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MAIDEN VOYAGE 

Scared, nervous and anxious he was,  

for it was his first time. 

He hoped for some,  

courage what they call it! 

He wished to be amongst those who did it in first attempt. 

And yes he was successful in his first! 

And yes he gathered some!! 

Courage what they call it! 

Some say ‘life is not counted in breaths you take 

But in moments that take your breath away’ 

His feat what he'd like to call it,  

did the same! 

Took away others’ breath... 

And his own Wanting to chase his dream was his only fault. 

No one ever understood this until he wrote 

“I Quit!” on his walls …. 
 

 

          Pranoot Hatwar 

                2nd Year UG Student
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तू चल अटल 
ना हार से ना र्ार से  

ना ककसी तीर तलर्ार  से  

घर्रा कभी िमाब  कभी  
ये कर र्चन ये कर र्चन  
तू चल अटल तू चल अटल  
 
ना पर्बतों की ऊीं चाई से ना समुद्र की गहराई से  

ना घनघोर अींधेरों में िर जाना इस लडाई से 
ये कर र्चन ये कर र्चन  
 तू चल अटल तू चल अटल  

 
 हार जो शमले तुझे मायूस ना होना कभी  
खडे है र्न के स्तम्भ  िोस्त ये तेरे सभी  
र्स रुकना  नहीीं झुकना नही  
ये कर र्चन ये कर र्चन  
तू चल अटल तू चल अटल  
 
सफ़लता के जोि में वर्फलता के आक्रोि में  
ये क्जींिगी की होड  में रहना हमेिा होि में 
ये कर र्चन ये कर र्चन  
 तू चल अटल तू चल अटल  

 
खुि पर रख भरोसा ना माूँगना मिि कभी  
ककसी और की सलाह पे जाना नही भटक कभी  
ककसी कदिनाई में या िूर्ती सी नार् में  
खोना नही सींयम कभी 
ये कर र्चन ये कर र्चन  
 तू चल अटल तू चल अटल  

-  Deepanshu Pariyani 
3rd year UG Student 
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- Pranoot Hatwar 

2nd Year UG Student 

, 

, 
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PARADISE ON EARTH 
O! Drops of tears ran down my innocent eyes, 
Drop by drop fell and disappeared. 
My hands shivered with my soul's cries, 
And my heart...it just feared. 

Then started all my pains and all my miseries, 
And alone I sat , abandoned and depressed. 
The shortcomings, the disasters and lo! the injuries 
Surrounded me like a flower with bees crowded. 

Stood I and tried to change my mind, 
But couldn't as I was love deprived. 
Thought I then, my friends to find, 
But Ah!... I was only misprized. 

My legs then took me to my casement, 
And there I saw another heaven. 
Yellow, red and white made a tent, 
Surrounded by dark and black raven. 

'Suvarnaka' or perhaps the 'Golden Showers' 
Made me smile, my sadness behind 
And the damask red Palas flowers, 
A ray of hope in me did bind. 

Their beauty made me forget my wail for a while, 
And I was all ready and perhaps fine sometime. 
Those Flowers from Paradise brought back my smile, 
And 'Imprisonment is not Endless', they whispered every time. 

- Satyesh Mundra 

1st  year UG Student 
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THE NEXT MOMENT 
Many a time in life, we never think about the next moment. However, it is also not 
necessary to make a clear-cut path of your life and keep worrying about it in the present 
but sometimes it is imperative that you think about the minor details of life.  

 

Walking along the mud path so rough 
Made to envisage a future so tough 
My life along the bare low pavement 
I never mulled over the next moment 

Carrying the torch radiating a spirit 
The sane engrossed, bright with a light lit 
With me stealing towards something quite unclear 
I'd prayed for it to somehow quickly appear 
My heart hungry, I moved down the lane 
My those twins, looking through the window pane 
In the soul's ever lust for the smell of victory, 
Deep inside, and taste of a success story 
For whatever the hair in my scalp meant 
I kept thinking of the next moment 

And now up the standing hill I climbed 
A shrunken sane, a thirsty tongue as timed 
The torch curled up within fingers trembling 
The flame in full, but with limbs lamenting 
Plucking the prize, I'm on the peak 
The impending trial, only the lost key I'd to seek 
The contemplating countdown and then caved in that moment 
For I had thought about the next moment. 

 

- Sebin Mathew 

3rd year UG Student 
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DEPARTMENT BULLETIN  

 New Faculty  

The Electrical Engineering Department experienced a significant growth in the number 

of faculty with 6 new faculty members joining the department last year. Here is a brief 

Introduction about them: 

1. Anoop C.S. 

Anoop C.S. joined as an Assistant Professor of Electrical 

Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology in July 2014. 

He was conferred with PhD degree from the Indian Institute of 

Technology, Madras in 2014 for studies in Sensors and 

Instrumentation. His research interests include Sensors, Signal 

Conditioning and Instrumentation.   

 

 

2. Arun Ghosh 

Arun Ghosh joined as an Assistant Professor of Electrical 

Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology in July 2014. 

He received PhD degree from the Indian Institute of 

Technology Kharagpur. His research interests include 

Multivariate Control Systems, Periodic Control and Robust 

Control. 

 

 

 

3. Debdoot Sheet  

Debdoot Sheet joined as an Assistant Professor of Electrical 

Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology in July 2014. He 

received PhD degree from the Indian Institute of Technology 

Kharagpur in 2014 for studies in ultrasonic and optical imaging 

and machine learning for developing in situ histopathology. His 

current research interests include computational medical 

imaging, machine learning, image and multidimensional signal 

processing, and social implications of technology. 
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4. Nirmalya Ghosh 

Nirmalya Ghosh joined as an Assistant Professor of Electrical 

Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology in 2015. His 

research interests include Medical Image Informatics, Computer 

Vision and Machine Learning. 

 

 

 

5. Sarasij Das  

 Sarasij Das joined as an Assistant Professor of Electrical 

Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology in 2014. His 

research interests include Power System Protection, Smart Grid 

and Renewable Energy.   

 

 

 

 

 

6. Suman Maiti 

 

Sarasij Das joined as an Assistant Professor of Electrical 

Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology in 2014. His 

research interests include Modular Multilevel Converters, 

HVDC and Electric Drives. 

 

 

 

The Electrical Engineering Society welcomes all the new faculty members whole 

heartedly and wishes them all the very best for their tenure in IIT Kharagpur. 
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 A proud moment for the Department  
   

Having already won many prestigious awards & honors such as JSPS Fellowship and 

Bimal Bose Award, Prof. Chandan Chakraborty once again made 

the whole institute proud by becoming an IEEE fellow in 2014.  

He joined the institute in 2002 and works in the research areas 
of Electric Machines, Sensorless & Fault Tolerant Control of 
Industrial Drives, Power Converters and Renewable Energy 
Systems. 

EE Society warmly congratulates Prof. Chandan Chakraborty on 

his success. 

 

IEEE Fellow is a distinction reserved for selected IEEE members whose extraordinary 

accomplishments in any of the IEEE fields of interest are deemed fitting of this 

prestigious grade elevation.  
 

 New Seminar Room  
A new Seminar Room (N-221) has been constructed in the department.  
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HAPPENINGS IN AND AROUND 

Freshers’ Introduction: 
Like every year, the Electrical Engineering Department Society conducted the Freshers’ 

Introduction where the first year UG, PG and the RS students were first introduced to 

the society and the various activities conducted by the society. The introductory speech 

was given by the President of the society, Mr Rituraj Gautam. He invited the Head of the 

Department, Professor S Sen to say a few words. Mr Sen welcomed the students in a 

very warm manner and encouraged them to develop as responsible individuals in their 

life at IIT Kharagpur. The students were then called on stage one by one and were asked 

to introduce themselves. Goodies were distributed to those who performed well in 

dancing, singing, mimicking or reading the tongue twisters given to them. Everyone had 

a great time knowing the people they would be studying with and spending their 

academic lives in the coming years. Some M Tech students were very enthusiastic and 

danced on the stage. The event ended with everyone getting refreshments.  

Interactive Session: 
Like every other year, an Interactive session was conducted between sophomores and 

seniors on 14th August, 2014. In this session emphasis on Internships, Department, 

Foreign training, placements etc. was given. It was envisioned to provide a platform 

where the experiences of the seniors who secured projects and internships were 

shared. During the session, students were reminded of the importance of CGPA and 

Extra-Academic Activities for any of their future endeavours. Gursewak Singh, Kanika 

Bansal, Harit Bansal, Sai Madhav, Akansha Kumari, Deepika Mallyk, Pranay Lohia were 

some of the students who had contributed to the program by sharing their valuable 

experiences. 

Teachers’ Day:  
Teachers’ day is celebrated to express our gratitude and appreciate the hard work  of 

our Teachers. Teachers’ Day in India is observed on the birthday of Dr. Sarvepalli 

Radhakrishnan that falls on 5th of September every year. This great son of India was a 

teacher and later he became the Vice-President of Indian Republic. On the death of Dr. 

Rajendra Prasad, the first President of India, Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan became the 

President. Celebration of Teacher's Day is fairly popular in many countries across the 

world and is even acknowledged by UNESCO. EE Society also marked the celebration of 

Teachers’ Day with a good number of students from- B. TECH, PG, MS, Ph.D. and of 

course in presence of our dear teachers, the most important persons of this celebration. 

We, the students, are very proud to pay our respect to that great Teacher-President on 

this day. All the teachers are invited by the society members through artistic invitation 

cards as our honored guests and the most important persons. The function began at 

4.30pm with the speech of our General Secretary, Shivang delivering warm welcome to 

all the teachers. The function was inaugurated with few words from the HOD Sir, Prof. 
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Siddhartha Sen who highlighted the importance of Teachers’ Day and threw some light 

on the life of Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. This was followed by cake cutting ceremony. 

We have organized quiz among the teachers. This year, we organized differently a 

childhood game "Housie" among the teachers which made a remarkable smile on the 

face of every teacher. We were able to see excitement in every teacher while we were 

proceeding through different levels of the game. Mementos were gifted to all  teachers 

as a token of thanks for their hard work to improve our lives. 

Discharge:  
 "DISCHARGE" is the fun interaction session for the freshers of the department held 

annually. For this academic session it was held on 17th October, 2014. We recorded a 

good participation of around 30 teams (each team consisted of 2 members). The event 

was conducted in an informal and fun-filled manner. Fun events like Darts game, 

balancing the balloons, team with the most creative name, blowing the candles, person 

to remember most names of the first year students present there were held for the first 

time. From the first round of quiz, top 3 teams progressed into next round of quiz. At the 

end of the second round, quiz winners were given goodies. Overall, it provided an 

opportunity for everyone to get tested from many conventional and unconventional 

genres of quizzing. In addition to that the students had a good interaction with their 

batch mates and seniors, which was the motive behind the program. 

Alumni Meet:  
The arrival of alumni on 9th January, 2015 added to the colors of the spring semester. 

The alumni stepped into the department seminar room at around 4 o clock. The HOD 

welcomed them and their families. They were asked to share their experiences and the 

various milestones they crossed on their path to success. About 40 alumni of 1970, 

1975 and 1990 batches visited and were greeted by the professors and the members of 

the electrical department society. A presentation depicting the departments progress 

for the last 50 years was shown.  They signed on a board at the end leaving their 

valuable messages making it easier for the upcoming generations to follow their 

footprints. 

Industrial Visit Report: 
The industrial visit to Eastern Regional Load Dispatch Centre (ERLDC), Kolkata was held 

on 6th September, 2014. The purpose of the visit was to introduce to the students about 

power distribution systems. The students comprised of final year UG students and PG 

students. The students were also accompanied by two professors Prof. A.K.Pradhan and 

Prof. Prabodh Bajpai and two members of the Electrical Engineering Department 

Society. On reaching the location at Kolkata, the students were given a short lecture on 

power distribution systems. This was followed by how it is implemented at the station 

and how it exists as a center of power distribution for the North East region of India. 

Students were amazed by the sheer capacity of such a station. Then the students were 

shown the grid structure of the entire West Bengal region depicting how much power 

flows from one place to another at that particular instant. Lunch was provided at the 
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station for the students and after a small talk the group returned for college. The 

industrial visit was an interesting learning experience for the students added a different 

dimension to their knowledge.  

Industrial Trip – 2: 
The second industrial visit was organized on 28th February, 2015 in Megatherm 

Electronics Private Limited, Kolkata. Thirty five third year undergraduate students from 

different batches were accompanied by Prof. Chandan Chakraborty and Prof. Suman 

Maiti to the industry. On reaching there, the engineer in charge gave us a warm 

welcome and then gave a brief introduction of how the Induction heating and melting 

equipment are being manufactured and their use. Later he along with the other staff 

took us to the visit the various sections of the industry. The main motto of this trip was 

to get the students familiarized with various power electronics equipment which we 

think was fulfilled. 

Sports Weekend: 
For the first time in the history of EE Society, a full weekend was devoted for playing 

various sports. On 14th March, 2015, a friendly football match was organized in TATA 

Steel Sports Complex. Both the teams showed great sportsman spirit and hence great 

contest! Next we had an Intra-departmental Table Tennis Tournament. With a large 

participation from all the batches, it was a major success. Sudarshan Kumar (2nd year 

Instrumentation), being an Inter-IIT player won the tournament quite convincingly. The 

athlete instinct has been always observed in our budding engineers and we witnessed a 

cricket match on the following day, 15th March, 2015 at Hijli School Ground. Team 

Juniors (1st, 2nd and 3rd year students) and Team Seniors (4th, 5th year students, PG 

and RS) showed great temperament which really poised the match to an interesting 

stage but the skills of seniors proved too much for their opponents as the seniors won 

quite convincingly at the end. 
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A SNEAK PEAK 
Here are some snapshots telling you many stories from our events last year :  

 

Freshers’ 
Welcome 

 

 

 

         

Teachers’ Day 

 

 

Industrial 
Trip 
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 Alumni Meet 

 

 

 

Farewell’14 

 

 

 

 

Cricket 
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Table Tennis 
Finalists 

 

 

           

Fun Trip 

 

 

 

Discharge 
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 HONOUR ROLLS’ 

DUAL DEGREE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

10EE35006 AADITYA RAMAN 10EE35023 NISHANT ADITYA 
10EE35021 ABHISHEK KUMAR SAH 10EE35007 P. RAMAKANTH REDDY 
10EE35010 ANSHUMAN Y. PRADHAN 10EE35011 PRATIK SAHOO 
10EE35001 ASHWANI GUPTA 10EE35024 RAHUL BOORA 
10EE35012 AYUSH GOEL 10EE35028 RANAJAY MANDAL 
10EE35003 BALLIPALLI SRI SAI 10EE35018 RITURAJ GAUTAM 
10EE35026 B. LAKSHMI NARASIMHA 10EE35025 SATYA NARAYAN SHUKLA 
10EE35013 HARSHI BANSAL 10EE35002 SAURAV SAHU 
10EE35015 KALYANI U 10EE35009 SHAILENDRA KUMAR SINGH 
10EE35019 KANAK SHAILESH AGRAWAL 10EE35016 S.M. BHATTACHARYA 
10EE35027 KARAN KAKWANI 10EE35004 SUSHIL PATRO 
10EE35020 KESHAV SARRAF 10EE35017 VIPIN MEHRA 
10EE35005 MISHA KHAN 10EE35014 YERUVA RAVINDRA REDDY 
10EE35008 MUKESH KUMAR MEHER 10EE34001 TELENA PRADHAN 
10EE35022 N KRISHNA KANTH 10EE3EP06 PAVITJOT SINGH 
10EE33001 SARVESH KUMAR 

      

B.TECH IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

11EE10001 ABHISHEK GARG 11EE10031 RAYAPUDI PRADEEP RAO 

11EE10002 ABHISHEK KAPOOR 11EE10033 S. M. SURABATHUNI 

11EE10004 ABHISHEK SAHAI 11EE10034 SAI THEJA KADAVERU 

11EE10005 AMRITANSHU ANAND 11EE10035 SATYABRATA PARIDA 

11EE10006 ANUP KUMAR A 11EE10036 SATYADIP CHAKRABORTI 

11EE10007 ATHIKELA T N D SAI KIRAN 11EE10038 S.S. CHAKRABORTY 

11EE10008 BADAM V R RADHE SHYAM 11EE10039 SHIVAM DHAKAR 

11EE10009 C. KEERTHANA CHOWDARY 11EE10040 SHIVAM YUVRAJ 

11EE10010 DEVENDRA KUMAR 11EE10041 SHUBHAM SHARMA 

11EE10011 DHARAM RAJ MEENA 11EE10042 S. SAI RACHANA PATEL 

11EE10012 GUNDA AVINASH 11EE10043 SOUVIK KARJEE 

11EE10015 KARRI KRISHNA TEJA 11EE10044 SREYAM SINHA 

11EE10016 K. HARI MANI DEEP KUMAR 11EE10045 SRIJAN NAGAR 

11EE10017 KUMARI AKANKSHA 11EE10047 T. L. N. GUPTHAJI 

11EE10018 MADHUKAR C. MENGAL 11EE10048 UMARE PRANALI RAMESH 
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11EE10019 MOHAMMED FARHAAN 11EE10049 VAIBHAV MIHOLIA 

11EE10020 MOVVA JYOTI SWAROOP 11EE10050 V. SAI JASWANTH 

11EE10021 MUGA VAMSHI KRISHNA 11EE10051 Y. BRAHMENDRA REDDY 

11EE10023 NISHANT KISHORE 11EE10052 Y. ABHISHEK RAO 

11EE10024 P V. KRISHNA SAI SIDDHARTHA 11EE10053 Y. SRAVAN KUMAR 

11EE10025 PEDADA DILIP KUMAR 11EE10055 SARAJ SINGH 

11EE10026 PRABHAT KUMAR 11EE10056 PRAMEY ROY 

11EE10027 PULAK SARANGI 11EE10057 ARKADEEP ADHIKARI 

11EE10028 RAHUL PRAJAPATI 11EE10059 PRAGYA SHARMA 

11EE10029 RANOBIR MAJI 11EE10060 ARINDAM MANDAL 

11EE10030 RAVINDER SINGH 11EE10061 PRIYANSHU S. PATRA 

 

B.TECH IN INSTUMENTATION ENGINEERING 

11IE10001 A DEEPIKA MALLYK 11IE10020 PRANAB DASH 

11IE10003 AMBATI SATYA PRAKASH 11IE10021 RAHUL KUMAR SAXENA 

11IE10004 ANKIT BATHWAL 11IE10022 RUPAK KUMAR THAKUR 

11IE10005 ANKIT BOTHRA 11IE10024 SHASHANK SHEKHAR 

11IE10006 ANKIT KUMAR 11IE10025 S. VIJAYENDRA VARMA 

11IE10007 AYUSH BAJAJ 11IE10026 S. R. SHRIVALLABH 

11IE10008 C. CHAITANYA CHANDRA 11IE10027 SOUMYA PAIK 

11IE10009 DHANUKA MANOJ GOVIND 11IE10028 SUMAN AGARWAL 

11IE10010 DWIJESH RAJWADE 11IE10029 SWETANK AMBAR 

11IE10011 GONDELA SAGAR 11IE10030 V. C. V. ASHOK KRISHNA 

11IE10012 GOURANGA CHARAN 11IE10031 VANKUDOTHU RAHUL 

11IE10013 KANIKA BANSAL 11IE10032 YEELI BHANU PRASANTH 

11IE10014 KHUSHAL JAMKATE 11IE10033 ABINASH SINHA 

11IE10015 K. SUMANTH REDDY 11IE10034 PROLOY DAS 

11IE10016 MADA BALAJI 11IE10035 MRINAL MOHIT 

11IE10017 M. N. SATISHKUMAR 11IE10036 ARYAN 

11IE10018 MD KAMRAN ASHRAF 11IE10037 SAURAV PRAKASH 

11IE10019 NAGULAVANCHA PRAKASH RAO 
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M.TECH IN CONTROL SYSTEM ENGINEERING 

13EE62D01 SATYAPRAKASH SINGH 13EE62R08 NILANJAN MUKHERJEE 

13EE62R04 RABISANKAR ROY 13EE62R09 B VENKATESH GOUD 

13EE62R05 DHIMAN BISWAS 13EE62R10 DASARI PARAMESWAR 

13EE62R07 PRANJAL MULLICK 
  

 

M.TECH IN MACHINE DRIVES AND POWER ELECTRONICS 
 

13EE61R06 ARIJIT DAS 13EE61R13 RISHABH SINGH CHAUHAN 

13EE61R08 PANDARINATH M R 13EE61R14 K. VEERABHADRAM BASSAY 

13EE61R09 JITHINLAL K 13EE61R16 PADDALAPU BHARGAV 

13EE61R10 SOMNATH KHATUA 
  

 

M.TECH IN POWER AND ENERGY SYSTEMS 

13EE63D01 BIJAY KUMAR SHAW 13EE63R02 ABHISHEK DEEPAK 

13EE63Q01 S. SINGH RAWAT 13EE63R08 NILOY PATARI 

13EE63R01 SACHIN KUMAR 
  

 

 

M.TECH IN INSTRUMENTATION AND SIGNAL PROCESSING 

13EE64D01 ROHIN SHARMA 13EE64R10 RANJITH R DAS 

13EE64R03 J. PRAVIN DIGAMBAR 13EE64R11 AFSAL UMAR 

13EE64R05 ABHIJIT GUHA ROY 13EE64R12 ARNAB DEY 

13EE64R08 SHAKTI 13EE64S01 RATHEESH K 

13EE64R09 K. URWASHI ASHOK 
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You never leave a place..It goes with you.. And you always leave a small part of you behind!  

 Here's what your friends have got to say about you— 

Aaditya 
Raman 

Ghar ka Ram 
- Galli mein 
Shyam 

This guy is seriously epic. Never have i seen him glum, or inactive. 
Adventures of Raman : Tracking the Moto-X, is a book I'm gonna write 
soon.  

  Yoditya got problems? 
Catch up with this guy..few minutes later, you'll make fun of those very 
problems! 

Abhishek Sah Sah Sah My PJ partner, in victimising Sahu. Epic levels of spontaneity, and 
fervour. Bickering with him, will always remain one of my favourite pass 
times. This rant is incomplete, if I don't mention his commitment to the 
Hall, tempo for his team, and dedication to his duty. 

  Poltu boy Well, you need help and you know whom to call..itz our very own 
sappa.. aayega ya nhi alag baat hai :P .. jokes apart.. very pragmatic 
person.. knows his strengths n weaknesses... loves life and has a way 
with grls..cheers man.. c u on this side or the other :P 

Anshuman 
Pradhan 

Anshuman Alag level ka studdapa Hain iska. Dudapa koi isse seekhna Hain. No 
more explanations required 

  HI-FI Sab ka badla lega re tera faizal! 

Ashwani Gupta Sethji Another stud. Chill person to hangout with ! 

  Seth ji The most down to earth Dost I have ever met, period. He redefined the 
meaning of Host , making his hall day the most memorable of all. If at 
all there was an award for being awesome, He would be the unanimous 
winner. 

Ayush Goel Goel Labby, dost , bhai - this guy is an all rounder. Ping him in the middle of a 
storm and he will be there for you. Surely one of the best guys to have 

had fun with. I only wish, he buys the Bangy trip tickets for me also.   

  Macho-da Very kool person.....Loves robot.....loves pooja-path :P.....Amul butter is 
his fav n loves eating butter with everything.....The late comer 
everywhere, loves to come late everytym n everywhere.....tr8 dena 
seekh :P.....jokes apart a gud friend n always helpful(money matter 
apart) 

  Mazzo/Amul/
Maadu 

The brand ambassador of Amul in IIT Kharagpur. He talks so nicely to 
everyone that he has got the name Amul or Butterooo. Beware you 
might slip next time. :P 
People think he finds it hard to take money out of his pocket but he is a 
'maadu' afterall, this can be acceptable. :D 

B Lakshmi 
Narasimha 

Farzi Romeo Aww-esome guy to hangout with, movie buff ( Phd in rom-com) , avid 
reader, pretentious singer & banking on prof's android cellphone wala 
stud! 

  lakshmi Well, this man can sing and then abuse and then laugh and then some 
dance too..u r a true character, no fakeness..Sometyms i actually think i 
am lucky enough to be surrounded by such people.. n then i realize 
bandaru bhi hai 

  Ban Daru Good person to party with. Admire your attitude towards life ! :) 
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Harshi Bansal Harsh Bansal 
:P 

Great respect for all the amazing things you did while on your 
internship to prove to the Germans how great our India is !! :) 

Kalyani U Kaleey The studdd bndi of batti...knows everything, i mean everything...always 
available for chit-chats(except this sem -_-)... return my hatwati :P 

  Kaley with an 
'e' 

A Feminist. She will always be up for a skull crunch fight dare you speak 
anything remotely sounding not in the interest of females. The always 
busy girl who would never answer calls, messages, etc. However, she 
makes a great friend. I remember her saying, "when you're comfortable 
with someone even being silent, means you are becoming good 
friends". 

Kanak Agrawal Batti An altogether different guy who has a different perspective from the 
rest of the world. nicknames as batti , he is main playboy in batti 
department who likes to play with professor with his not so innocent 
apperance :P ...Respect for he is always up to support any cause or any 
idea and tries to live his life in his own way 

Karan Kakwani Kakku Da An incredible writer, with a very different perceptions towards life, this 
guy is the best labby you can get. Our Aim and Objective of the lab was 
to yank Shukla's chains. Although I never lifted a finger, in the lab, he 

still got me the printouts, which shows how KEWL Kakku da is   

  Point Five ( 
0.5) 

The aam aadmi of kgp who doesnt budge to put posters of "Keep the 
toilets clean or you are an asshole" in the washrooms not once, not 
twice but thrice to make people go his way.the guy keeps his room so 
clean, that even the God of cleanliness can take a note or two from 
him, can even pull a surprise by talking about the eccentricity of the fan 
in his room. 

  Coffee? Dangerously close to being ideal, he is a great person for, amongst 
other things, have a coffee with. Always fun to fight with him to flaunt 
your twenty odd ideas on random topics. And yes, Karan alert before 
you litter :P 

Keshav Sarraf The Bot Guy Very practical and methodical towards everything in life! 

  Kesbo Bhai Hain apna. Pani ka bottle se shuru hua rishta humara. Hall day ka 
French Toast se dil jeet liya. Looking forward for the fun in the near 
future. 

N Krishna 
Kanth 

Stud Intelligent and a gentleman to the core. Cool and simple guy. 

  Baba Einstein You get the start, you get the end! 
Only Einstein can comprehend what's going on in the middle when he 
picks up a concept! 

  Kk If anyone has taken Signal Processing seriously, it is this guy. His 
philosophy towards life is simple and sound. Friend, Philosopher and 
Guide for life. 

Lalitha Ratala ChitChatter Lalitha- (Couldn't help but write, Save it)- pure and innocent, like my 
sweet granny :D self righteous, sound views and a great taste! I'ld be 
dead of boredom in those nalanda classes, if not for you constantly 
feeding my ear. Keep up! 
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  sharmili adhi class mein v ghusne ka jo risk utha skti hai, nd routray sir class 
mein jiski tareef krte nai thakte-she is the one. she is the sharmili 
student jo sbki proxy laga deti hai bin kahe, thnx yaar :D 

  Lali You have a lot of patience. Loves to go to CCD. 

Nishant Aditya Chupa 
Rustum 

Know few people with your intelligence level. And tu CID mein ja bhai :P 

P. Singh Mann Guru ! Paaji, extremely positive and dedicated guy ! Keep making people run ;) 

  Mr.Singh The sher-e-punjab. Lively and Happiness personified. 
He is focused, inspiring and a great company to be with. 

Pratik Sahoo Sahoo First year wala dost, I always hoped that he gets DepC'ed into batti dept 
after first year so that I can take my acads for granted.Friend for life! 

  Loaded Batti Always in for giving any funda session and very helpful ..owe this maggu 
guy for he helped us by sharing assignments and helped to pass in 
exams ...a big time foodie and a visionary...a hard worker and a 
awesome study buddy :) 

Rahul Boora Fundebaaz Loves cricket and social media. Optimistic and straight 
forward.Mr.Photogenic! 

  PlayBoy Borrraaa, as he is known, is an extremely happy, joyful and positive 
personality! He kills with his "one liners" ;) 

P Ramakanth 
Reddy 

God Kantham Stud in his own way, this guy is most reliable. You can count on him to 
give a solution, to seemingly impregnable problems. My wingee and a 
brother from another mother, respect for this guy is immense. 

  Khantham Couple of drinks. he starts Khanthem! :P 

Rituraj 
Gautam 

Mr 6/8 packs Mr angry young man, Emotionally challenged, fitness freak and looks 
down upon 'healthy' people (calls me 'moti' :P) On a serious note, one 
of the most dedicated person..His dedication and love for the society 
has made the society what it is today! And yes, he is the heart-throb of 
kgp gals! ;) And my best friend :) 

  The Big Bihari 
Theory 

He can sell his bakar in the most serious of the serious tones and at the 
end you will be like 'What the Fish!'. 
1. Rituraj bahut paRai karta hai 
2. Rituraj hamesha maarna aur laRai k liye taiyaar rehta hai, saala 
bouncer kahi ka 
3. Rituraj prefers the word 'Nain' over 'Aankhein' :P 

Sarvesh Kumar Stud Total respect for your knowledge ! 

Satish 
Juvvanapudi 

Visual Genius This guy has the best visualizing skills ever.When comes to feelings,he is 
best in it. U can understand it by knowing he is a big fan of Maniratnam. 

Saurav Sahu Stunning 
Sahu 

If you get bored, he is the one to talk to. An ardent PJ cracker.If you 
crack a PJ on him, he joins and laughs along with us, which makes him 
Stunning Sahu on the whole. 

  Sahu Deciphering Sahu is the toughest thing I ever did. If life throws lemons 
at him, he does make lemonade. His logics are bipolar, either 
impeccable or down right crazy, so either way you know whats right. 
P.S. No person is ever too fat for Sahu to give a lift on cycle :D 

 Misha  She's one of the most intelligent and smart girls on the campus with an 
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amazing taste for music and novels . 

Shailendra 
Kumar Singh 

Sandy Big admirer of your management skills... time management, people 
management, event management ! And awesome friend ! 

Satya Narayan 
Shukla 

Shukla He wants all the things to be perfect. Maggu personified. He let's 
himself have some fun, once in a full moon. Labby and bro for life. 

Som Madhab 
Bhattacharya 

Fun Robot Before 4th Year -> Lived like a robot 
After 4th Year-> Sab moh maya hai :P 

  Think tank People say there is always that place you have never visited. But I think 
his mind has traveled the world - every corner of it. You know you are a 
good friend but you know he is a better friend when you see him go any 
lengths for those close ones. 

  chomu The shortest person i have seen.. :P jokes apart...kuchh chota hai be :P 
hahha.. Very helpful and kind person.. No ego at-all  

 Ballipalli Sri 
Sai 

Chitti English language hasn't yet developed enough to describe this guy. He 
is simple, smart and infinitely lazy. my punching bag :D. 

Sushil Patro Artist da The most amazing artist I know. You've got talents in all the artistic 
fields that I know.. from sketching to web design to photography ! 

  Chintu Did he miss any fun in kgp?? 
I wish I could point out at least one! 

Telena 
Pradhan 

Telly A completely unique personality who is upfront about living life on his 
own terms .As Star performer of Running club, she is the one who has a 
lot of tempo, enthusiasm and is hyperactive on social media :P  

  Extremist :P Lives life in binary format.. either yes or no. :P 
Good friend and very hard working. And great tempo for all the things 
that you like doing \m/. :) 

Ranajay   humble and smart .. exemplary skills in dramatics made me a huge fan 

Y R. Reddy Punch Paramata Humbled and honored to be around with him. 

Abhishek Garg Ambition 
Gargi, Gargi 

The biggest Fundebaaz in the department. He can talk volumes about a 
topic without having a clue about it.  

  Gargi bhai, u'll seriously be missed for ur crazy antiques..nobody can 
ever get bored with this guy..Gargistan zindabad!! 

A. Agarwal shayar  always helpful and down to earth :D 

  Palanhare Never expects and always ready to help, that your USP dude. 

Abhishek 
Kapoor 

Kapoor Da The guy who pursued his passion throughout the 4 years- Coding . 
3 words sums up him entirely Coding, Puzzles and Night outs :P 

 Kapoor Prof. - Do you even know anything about Electrical Engg. 
Kapoor - Sir I don't like EE(Prof. halu) 
Prof. - You think you're stud. You will never get a job. 
P. S - The first person of the dep to fetch a job(Like a Boss) 

Abhishek Rao heldig fyr You will know who am I when you decode the tag. Someone who knows 
how to bend things to make the best out of it. Super poltubaaz (future 
politico maybe?!!) "The mind changing sorcerer" :p #BestTimes 

Abinash Sinha Cheeni Dude you define tempo, tere liye respect hai bhai...bas thoda ADHD ko 
treat krle apni and you are gonna take the world by storm :) 

  Tempo The sweetest guy that lives!! Always carries a field of positivity around 
him. Tempo oozing out. The "seen it all" guy, DepC to a lower 6, inter 
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IIT-P :p, gsec, The teetotaller (pun intended :p) 

Kumari 
Akansha 

Yo 
akanksha!!..:
D..... 

akeli bandi who plays badminton only after eating a lot, but doesn’t 
continue to play.. :  I know u like eating momos..:P  u r one of  the very 
few  lifetime friends.:D..bas khana kam kar do thoda..:P 

  Vivid 
Personality 

Dependable , hard working girl with persistence to see through any 
work till the end.One simply cannot forget to mention her passion 
towards nail art. 

  Akku You are the coolest girl with the most awesome dressing sense, I have 
ever seen..Don't worry...jaldi hi Bangalore wala jugaad bhi ho jayega 
tera :P 

  Kumari We love your ear rings, Chappals and nail paint :) 

Amritanshu 
Anand 

Amri..:) a very good friend and always helpful..thanks bro...:). thoda makhata 
hai but jab mugta hai to macha deta hai..:).. 

  Mr. Possitive Bhai, Kuch optimist ho tum. Batti labs ko khelne me bahur madat kiya. 
Tumhara optimism ka peaks Sunderbans ke trip main dekhene ko mila 
_/\_ 

Ankit Bathwal Mahabharat 
Dekhne wala 

He is a sweet and calm person and is helping in nature. Doesn’t eat 
non-veg food and keeps crying if food is spicy. 

  Bandi Guy Very helpful and relaxed guy.Has time for every movie that is released 
out there.Gives lots of arbit funda. He is the Sugar Daddy of 
Instrumentation Batch. 

  Thank You The IDEAL student. Thanks for bearing with me through all those 
darned labs :p It was nice seeing you get all frustrated when I did all the 
work on the last time OR left it for you to do it. :) 

Ankit Bothra Maaru He is one the most lazy persons we can meet. Just like a panda,he is 
very lazy and stays in his den(RK hall). 

  Aalsi Some people say that shani 7.5 years k liye aata hai...but dude aapke 
saath 4 years kaafi hai :p..super lazy but super intelligent and although I 
hate to admit but aapka swag is too awesome...carry on :) 

Ankit Kumar InstruStudd celebrated every moment with you and finally you opened up yourself 
from that unsocial life :P 

  Localite He is a great person. Very good at heart. Helps you every time without 
fail. And the one who invited us for the tasty Maa ke haath ka khana at 
his home :) It was a great pleasure ankit :) 

  Ankit Loved the GD session, CV grilling session with you, was really helpful. 
The awesome treats at your home will surely be missed. Looking 
forward to having same fun at Reliance together!! :D :D 

Anup Kumar Perfectionist A guy who seeks total perfection in everything he does, from Computer 
Games to Academics.  You never cease to amaze me with how much 
depth you go to. 

  labby You helped us a lot in batti lab in 2nd year. you are a nice guy and nice 
friend too. Helpful and supportive. all the best man for future ;) 

  A.K.A A great analyser .. Always looks at things from many different angles 
and comes up with innovative ideas. I hope you can make a difference 
one day :D 

Arindam DAAD The most simple, humble and helpful maggu of the department. 
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Mandal 

  Arindam Helping, understanding and down to earth. These three words are more 
than enough. :) 

Arkadeep 
Adhikari 

Stud Has knowledge on lot of topics but never shows off. 
It takes a very very persuasive effort to get a treat from him. 
Willing to help all the time . Hobby : Trolling Lohia :P 

  Hallu da Great guy.Very helpful. Prof. Kastha-2 . You cant easily distinguish 
between them.  

Aryan Aankho wali 
ke piche 
ghumne wala 

One of the very decent bihari I ever met in my life :P You changed the 
way i looked at the all the biharis :') Also a great friend and always there 
when you need them :) 

Ashok Krishna Precisely 
precise 

cool dude with amazing creativity. He is the only person i know who 
used Photoshop to create CV. I hope he makes it to great heights. 

A T N D SAI 
Kiran 

Cool Dude I have never seen him lose his temper. He helps his frnds as much as he 
can. He has a lot of hall tempo. 

  Power Star PK Very talented!! Tempo kid of Patel hall!! Cool dude!! Patient!! 

  silent bhai bohot kam bolta hai tu... but apart from this, you are a very nice 
friend. helpful. ek baar me sari baat maan leta hai and always ready for 
everything.. simply sidha boy ;) :D 

Ayush Bajaj SF Stud You are great friend ayush :) There was always a competition between 
you and manoj of who will attend the less no of classes. Highly logical 
guy:) 

  Bajju The most pragmatic person I have ever met. Can do seemingly 
impossible things; whether it be studies or SF related work. Feels envy 
about how have you managed your time so well. An honest friend and 
an amazing person. 

  Peace maaru "Chota package bada dhamaka" (both body weight and studapa :p). 
Kuch peace maar raha hai last sem me!! Been nice to have known you. 
Honest and dependable.. :) P.S. BTP me extension lagne se rokna hai. :p 
and GV ka load mat le. Dekh lenge..!! :D 

Brahmendra 
Reddy 

RK dude Never leaves RK hall. Sincere, intelligent, talented, dedicated. I will 
never forget the way you studied during 6th sem bro.. :) 

C Chaitanya 
Chandra 

Imaginative 
& Observant 

He is an intensely voluble person with high levels of cogency and 
creative imaginations. All the memories we have are still fresh and they 
will be forever. Long live my friend. Farewell 

  Intelligent 
Underrated 

He has most powerful ideas that any student can't have at bachelor 
stage.The kind of people he knows or follows are a way level high. If u 
know this guy, u will definitely accept it. 

  Rajni One of the most amazing person. Never seen anyone transform so 
much within a year. Fortunate to have you as a friend and Wish you a 
better future!! :) 

Deepika 
Mallyk 

Artist, 
Deepu..:D.. 

.. One of the best artists I have ever seen...though not seen many..:P.. 
jokes apart. Very cool, stud and a very good friend..TTE se thoda v dar 
nahi lagta..:O.. says “general ka ticket hai na sleeper me chadh jao”..:D 
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  Non Instru 
Girl 

She is the one who was less involved in Instru but more with electrical 
:P She always knew plans about electrical but never about instru. :') 
Extremely cheerful girl :) PS Return my cap ASAP :P 

  Mallyk Superb combination of coolness and sincerity. 

Devendra 
Kumar 

Vedant Brilliant academics, impeccable morals and a truly helpful pal. U are just 
too good to be true! And its HIGH time to target something HIGH :) 

Pedada Dilip 
Kumar 

Macha He is calm from outside and very violent inside..  
I will never forget how you behaved during our beach trip.. :P 
nice guy to hang out with.. good at heart 

  Macha He is the most happy-go-lucky person I ever met. Peace-maar ke baap. 
Hope you become Grandmaster one day. 

Dwijesh 
Rajwade 

Snail Guy the most lazy guy iit kgp might have ever witnessed :P loves watching 
TV series(sometimes even korean series). Enjoys eating branded & 
packed food items. Is a blackhole....just takes in everythng but no 
response. Shows no reaction to the most shocking incidents. 

  AmulKid A high class kid forced to live with meagre resources at IITKgp.His 
response time cant be calculated.Makes a "To watch " list of TV series 
when he returns from home. Prefers only branded items . Self 
proclaimed "RKs FIFA God" . Very lazy in his life but watches only fast 
paced movies and Tv Series . 

  Raju Lab-mate for the last 3 years. All that time was well spent with you 
discussing TV series and movies. The only guy who can give me 
competition for being lazy. :P 

  Aalsi Raju Sabse bada aalsi. RK hall se dep jaane ko bhi 10 baar sochega. But other 
than that, extremely cheerful :) 

  Slo-Mo The only one worthy of challenging me when it comes to laziness!! :p 
Super slow reflexes, TV series/movies addict. So much in common.!! :)) 

Mohammed 
Farhaan 

Chill Very cool!! Very calm!! Very patient!! Studious enough!! I never saw 
you angry man!! He takes no load at any point of life.. 

  Optimist If I have to live some other life for a day, probabily I will choose his life 

Gourang 
Charan 

Charnograph
y 

A friend, a brother, cared like mother and scolds like a father. This guy 
very efficiently managed his personal life and friend's zone, kudos. A 
true friend indeed. P.S The Caring Boy 

  Motu He is one whom I met on the first day of my KGP life. Be the way you 
are !!(Just improve your time response :P) 

Gunda Avinash Goonda Unlike his surname Goonda :p,he is very jovial and fun loving guy.Very 
helpful and easily approachable.Stubborn and sensitive at the same 
time. Great that he is following his passion and wish he would turn out 
to be a great Leader. 

T L N Gupthaji Beast Consider any area, he shall register there himself as The Beast. If the 
phrase "Anything is possible" takes the form of a man the he is 
Gupthaji! 

  Tempo Bouy Gupthaji in First year : CG badhana hain yaar ; Second year : POR 
badhana hain yaar ;Third Year : Intern nahin lag raha yaar; Fourth Year : 
Placement nahin lag raha hain yaar;  Now : Never complains, always 
chilled out and ready to party.. the transformation was epic :D 
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Gursewak 
Singh Sidhu 

notes wala 
dost 

you helped us in 3rd yr a lot.. thanks man for that :)  
kahi kahi jyada tempo dikha dita hai.. but u r fun to be around :D 

Harit Bansal dassi dude ! you are dept. dude man !! sab me stud hai bhai tu... _/\_ you are a 
good friend too :) i would love to have some adventurous trip with you 
kabhi chalte h leh-laddakh ;) 

Vasireddy Sai 
Jaswanth 

Jaash Chill buddy!! Highly cool!! Never looses temper!! Very easy going!! 
Good labbie!! 6yrs together came to an end bro!! :) Al d best!! 

Jyoti Swaroop Self-
Righteous 

He has such high moral values. Given his lavish life style and extreme 
intelligence, people tend to miss this side of him. He also pays extreme 
attention to detail. Even in the case of food! And his profile wud be 
incomplete widout mentioning how good he is at strategy games.....you 
are UNIQUE 

Kamran Ashraf The tutor Much Thanks to you superhuman real time processing capabilities that 
you made me, along with yourself and others study. Kaun hi fight 
maarta nahi to!! :p. Kuch process karte ho be. P.S. GV aur end sems aa 
rahe hain :) :p 

Kanika Bansal Madamji She always gets things done, has connections and exploits them well "A 
short intelligent lady". 

  Chotu :P To describe her in a phrase, "Small in Stature, Big in Status". She is one 
of the most hardworking girls i could ever meet. But she is only do what 
is necessary. Not a single percent extra. Jo tempo isme dekha wo kisime 
bhi nai. With luck in the left pocket and hardwork in her right pocket 
she can attain anything. Also a very good friend and really motivating 
person :) 

C Keerthanan 
Chowdary 

keet I will definitely miss watching movie with you..Great swimmer ;) 

  Kittu gonna miss solving assignments with u and all the movies and tv show 
talks we had in classes :) 

Khushal 
Jamkate 

Jhamu It has been an humbling experience to know you closely. You always 
make your own way, no matter what others say. Stay this awesome 
man....tera MLA :D  

Krishna Teja Violent guy His dedication to the subjects he love ___/\___. He is short tempered 
and violent 

  Boisterous Flavor in our group. A guy who spiced up many of my experiences here. 
Not to mention one of the elite few who can control Verbal Rampage of 
Guptaji. 

Mani Deep 
Kumar 

Intelligence 
and calm 

Really calm. Hes way more intelligent than he seems on your first 
interaction. Hes humble and down to earth. 

  Peace maaru Too intelligent!! Very calm.. Silent killer!! Cool and patient!! 

Manoj 
Dhanuka 

Dhanno Epitome of humbleness and decency. I still remember, "The 
Makhaus"(apne first year ka inferno bot :P). Keep it up buddy. Just stay 
this awesome. :D 

  Aalsi, Dhanno He is one of the extremely aalsi guys of our batch... And also the most 
non technical guy.. a great friend and cool captain B-) 
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  Stud Bro Thank you for helping me get thru all the labs and for not making me 
feel guilty for being lazy by supporting me by being lazy yourself. Asli 

Finance stud. Flash TV series dekh le awesome hain.☺ 

Md Kamran 
Ashraf 

Kamran Da Dada aapke liye to respect dil se aati hai...TV pe aapke interview dekh 
bandiyan line laga leti hai autograph mangne :p aapke...aur agla super 
30 aap hi khologe hume to yahi lagta hai :D P.S. Bothra se door rehna, 
may the force be with you :p 

  Local 
Wikipedia 

A very kind and helpful guy, always ready to hangout. Keeps all the 
information stored in his small but great mind. Believe in yourself. Try 
to be active, because sometimes it helps others.  

Nishant 
Kishore 

best buddy you are the one who understands me. we share same thinking which I 
like the most about us. wish you all the best for future :) 

  Patience ka 
baap 

the one person who is so patient hamesha, nd itne caring and helpful 
nature kisi ka v dil jeet skta hai. he tries last moment tk ki logo ka dil na 
toote bhale ise takleef ho. A good friend to talk to. 

  Bade bhaiya The decent & responsible guy in the house like Mohnish Behl of Hum 
Sath Sath Hain. Keep smiling man :) 

P. Singh Mann Stud Big admirer of your overall personality. Pavit.. the complete man ! :P 

Prabhat Kumar chhotu and that was nice googly ball! with journey from the 12th man to the 
best bowler :) 

Pragya Sharma Pragya Helps a lot during exams. Maggu. Likes to listen to music and read 
novels. 

  machau  inke bare mein kya kehne, itni machau, sundar,susheel... jitni tareef kro 
utni kam hai. perfect combination of intelligence, beauty and 
smartness. :D 

 Keeping it 
simple- Miss 
TLS 

Creative will be the word that comes to my mind when you think of 
her.. A nice individual by heart, an avid fan of Harry Porter, and yes I 
haven't seen Sherlock yet! All the best for everything! 
PS: hope aap ke nakhoon abhi bhi mera khoon krne ke lie kafi ho :P 

Prakash Rao nPr Maggu Roomie. Had fun with you in KGP. APPLE freak and is always 
playing one or the other games. Trying different things all the time. 

Pramey Roy Inspector Roy This guy is a born leader and has a wonderful personality. He is a 
perfectionist and leaves a mark wherever he goes. 

  muchhad da Got to know recently that he is called muchhad da. LOL. He is extremely 
sincere (even in acads, well kinda. Keep machaying. Hope you change 
your notion of "It's all about Cs & Bs." :P  

Pranab Dash --------(Dash) Highly motivated and hard working. Can work continuously for any 
number of days.Started enjoying campus life a little late but now 
enjoying to fullest. PS- Dont ever let him drink orange juice :P 

  _ _ _ (DASH) A pocket size dynamite!! Where from do you get so much energy? A 
true friend who's always ready to help you 24x7 without failure. 

Umare Pranali  Crazy dudette Good at brain Plain at heart!! Helpful, easy going!! U just rock!! 
Expected you to be reserved when I saw first time!! It took me no time 
to realize that I was wrong!! 
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  Baby Doll A crazy audacious girl with exceptionally good heart ( listen to it more 
often! ) who needs nothing more than Friends and F.R.I.E.N.D.S to make 
her day worth. & well, yes bollywood dance freak (no doubt she is 
good), she is so full of funny stories that talking to her is a stress-buster. 

Priyanshu 
Patra 

PSP, coder, 
Indian..:D 

Coding gawd...:D... pahle I used to feel bhot bda maggu aur introvert 
hai..but dude, u totally proved me wrong. U r an epitome of 
friendhip..:) 

  psp A bit radical. Has symptoms of ADHD. :P Can go into inception mode 
anytime. But one of the sharpest mind I have ever seen  

Proloy Das Bengali, 
Maggu 

He is very smart and intelligent. Very good at heart. One of the few 
guys who have bandi :P And maintains the balance of life perfectly. 

 Pulak Sarangi P U Luck It's really hard to annoy this guy. Talks from the heart and a lonely 
fellow. You're in my hit list,which means I will keep disturbing you even 
10 years down the lane, coz it's hard to find a buddy like you. 

  PJla Reliable! The perfect word. Lagging in courses, whole syllabus left 
before exams, need to hang out anytime, you can always count on him. 
Infamous for his PJs. :P. Hope your SGs increase forever. :) 

Rachana Patel rachuuu looks very silent nd sharmili, but when it come to mastikhori nd fun 
part, she is unbelievable. + having the biggest fan following ;) 

  Rachu Always eating and sleeping, still manages to rock the exams. born 
intelligent girl, wonderful coder. gonna miss all the long talks n 2.2's. 
Have a great life ahead :) 

  TechBuff That +ve,-ve speech you gave in Psychology class! Still cracks me up!! I 
owe some of my best laughs to you! :)  

Radheshyam PJ God A person who always minds his own business :P . 
But he comes out of the way to help you and is also give his full in 
anything, once you become his close friend. 

  FirstBencher Waterbottle, umbrella, Inshirt, schoolbag -other tags. 
Thanks for the notes and all your help around the labs, I slacked off 
even more :D 

Raghavendra 
Soni 

Raghu One of the few Core Studs and down to earth person. Best of luck for 
the future. 

  Chomu, Soni The four years in department just passed in a wink of an eye just 
because of you. Will miss you for all your chomu logics, the last night 
study session, the trips and many more. Keep Rocking At NI. 

Rahul 
Vankudothu 

Vanku The frankest guy one can ever meet and can just feel free to express 
anything. 

  Magnanimous He has a deep insight into his pros and cons. His practice of altruism will 
be appreciated and remembered. Missing him creates a void but 
parting is one thing which we cannot avoid. 

  Macha dude!!! you do always get a lot worried about the things to do in life & 
that's your strength. A great philosopher,friend and stud. hope u'll 
achieve ur dream of becoming an IAS officer soon. MACHA ROCKS!!! 

Rupak Kumar 
Thakur 

Mystery Man R always up to something. He has a knack of getting loaded easily even 
with small amounts of work.  

Sai Kiran Silent & 
Smart 

True example of, "Silence is the language of the wise". Guy who has 
very deep understanding of core concepts and always willing to help 
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anybody. 

Sai Madhav Rohit Sharma Mr. Cool. Attends all the classes with Radhe Shyam!! Hard working and 
Stylish! 

  MODEL 
STUDENT 

Gets himself involved in many events. Attends ALL the classes. Interacts 
and maintains good relations with everyone. one word...stud 

Sai Teja Streetsmart An amazing guy who can weave up a convincing story instantaneously 
not only to save himself , but his friends too from any sort of sticky 
situation. 

  Mr. Cool Kabhi load nahi leta hai!! Awesome cool!! 

  Theja Smart and chilled out buddy. One who is approachable by anyone :) 

Saraj Singh Punjabi 
Launda 

khurafati dimag isse zada kiska hoga, ladkiyon ko v library mein wait kra 
skta hai ye ladka. Placement k turant baad ladkiyon ko patane k liye 
Gym join krne vala aur kaun ho skta hai ;) 

Satish Kumar 
M.N.V 

mnv Great sense of humour.Hard working .Sometimes acts like sociopath(in 
a good way) 

Satya Prakash 
Ambati 

STAR Huge fan of him. To describe his personality if there is any word more 
than GAWD, he is that. 

Satyabrata 
Parida 

Parido He is the person who would delve deep into everything happening in 
his life. An Avid "True Detective" fan.Hats off for the courage of not 
sitting in placements- Purdue would be lucky to have you. 

  Parida Orissa Boy .. when I first met him in first year, I saw him a little 
confused with everything. But the transformation in him during these 
four years has been amazing. A truly talented, skilled and a machau 

Satyadip 
Chakraborti 

machau_rondu Rondu Max! Obe mera fukka loggega. Obe mera kuch nahin ho sakta. 
And after the results are out, "He He he, Pata nahin be kaise ho gaya". 
Find what you want and keep living in the moment with joy.  

Saurav Prakash The Serial 
Mugger 

A very helpful person to be with in difficult situations. Doesn't like 
watching any english TV Series and loves CID. Not a guy to be 
considered for planning or being in any trip since he can back out any 
time, else spends most of the time on call. 

S. Shekhar Shashank A very good person at heart and a great labmate :) 

Shibashish S 
Chakraborty 

Pseudo Bong Very energetic. hard working. The bong from Mumbai. Beta tum San 
Diego hi jao, India mein tumse na ho payega ;) 

  Doubts Always has and expresses the most number of doubts in class - very 
intelligent and catches points very quickly.   

Shivam Yuvraj Highness Kholu :p...super awesome u r my friend...coding se leke upsc sab krna 
hai launde ko..Maharaja k gharane k yuvraj ho aap...naam to roushan 
karoge hi…P.S. Tu Dhanjit se door rehna :p 

 Abhishek Rao DIP  I think a guy like you can reach anywhere he wants. You just need to do 
things and this world is yours. I really want to thank that you called me 
that day to change your elective to DIP that was the moment i think we 
became a good friend so thank for calling that day. Best of Luck for IIN. 

Shubham 
Sharma 

Suthra Yaar abhi tak kisi ne nahi likha tha tere bare me aur aaj last date hai to 
likh deta hu. Stud hai be tu. :D 

Siddhu PVK CS god I have never seen a guy more cool than him!! :) Never takes any load..  
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Peace maar banda!! :) 

  Prof. Sinha I had the chance to witness the brilliance of his highness right from the 
first year Math classes. A perfect example of what you get when you 
mix great intellect with a super-maggu attitude.  

Srijan Nagar Nagu He has a special talent of summarizing any topic into few words. Comes 
in handy during vivas and BTP ppts. Even though he has a physique of a 
small little kid, but never misses a chance of hitting on a girl. :P 

Suman 
Agarwal 

Moody Girl She is the Best Labmate ever :P Seriously enjoyed all the lab with you :) 
Also a very good friend and very kind at heart. But BEWARE, extremely 
moody :P Also very hardworking. But she is the one who can identify all 
types of crap in EVERY food :P (famous for that also :P) 

M Jyoti 
Swaroop 

cycle vala machau interns, 2 placement offers, ISB mein machana koi isse seekhe 
yahi hai vo ladka jiski 70k ki cycle pe sari ladkiyon ki nazar rehti hai ;) 

  Moova One of the smartest people that i know. So humble in everything that 
he does. An obvious lover boy would be really interested to know why 
he mugs so much in the library. 

Sweta Patil Tanki :P A nice person with a beautiful personality and a very good heart.. very 
friendly and loves to party and live life to the fullest ! Awesome person 
to hangout with cause of the big bakarness :P 

  Patil Ji Even though I've known her for a small time, I was mesmerised by the 
energy in her. Always with a smile on her face, ready to have 
impromptu fun! Permanent address for enthusiasm  

Swetank 
Ambar 

Bamber Hats off to him for sticking to the resolve to get into core, for he would 
be an example for the batches to come. NI would indeed be happy to 
have one of the best of KGP. 

  Ambar One of the most hard-working guy, I ever met in my life. Does 
everything with a lot of dedication and passion. A true friend who's 
always by your side when you need him. Will miss you. 

T.L.N.Guptajee
eee 

All Rounder 
alias STUD 

Not enough numbers to count the number of activities hes involved in. 
Hes excelled in acads along with all that load. Hes very emotional about 
his family and attached to societies hes in. 

Teja Manepalli Being Human extreme hard worker,  warmhearted, kind and upright. Probably luck 
has sometimes not been his side. But eventually all you see would be 
good times. All d best 

Vamshi Muga Foreigner Owing to all his foreign trips, he stays more time in foreign than in India 
And now hes off to San Diego for further studies 

  Always 
loaded 

Never looks free, always works with complete dedication!! Man who 
went to 3 different continents by the age of 22.. :P  

Vankudothu 
Rahul 

Vanku Most peaceful guy I have ever seen. He is very friendly and always 
carries a humble smile on his face. And to top it all... Apashyam Pamm 
Kiri kiri :P :D 

Yattam 
Brahmendra 
Reddy 

Nandhyal 
King 

Calm and decent on the exterior but in reality he's very funny and crazy. 
Very fond of his native town Nandhyal and describes it as a 'singapore 
city'. Has secret data base of everyone's gmail and fb passwords.So 
"BEWARE of BRAmhi".  
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CRYSTAL 

P.O. Hijli Co-Operative Society (Prembazar) 

Kharagpur – 721302 

West Bengal 

                  

Deals In:          

 Wire Wound Resistors, Rheostats, Transformer, SMD Ic, Voltage Sensor, Current Sensor, 

IGBT, Digital Multimeter, Electronic/Electrical Meters, Testing & Measuring, Switchgear Product, 

Wire, Cable Aplab Limited made all products, AE made all products and general order supplier 

 

With Best compliments from: 

   Dibyendu Sengupta       

   Mobile No. 9434170100      

   E-mail: dibyendusengupta19@rediffmail.com 
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Ph.: (03222) 259596 ® 
Mobile : 9434129125 

 
 

M/S PAWAN ELECTRICALS 
 

SHOP NO. S/24, I.I.T. MARKET,        
KHARAGPUR, PASCHIM MEDINIPUR 

 
 

Govt. Registered Electricals Contractor & General Order 
Supplier 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


